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A constructive proof is given of the termination of the algorithm for computing standard bases 
in polynomial rings over a "cormtructively noetherian" ring. A new colrstructive version of 
the  noetherian chain condition is introduced and Hilbert's basis theorem is proved with this 
new condi t ion and the construction of standard bases. 
Introduct ion 
In the early seventies Tennenbaum (1973), l~ichman (1974) and Seidenberg (1974) gave 
constructive versions of the ascending chain condition for ideals in commutative rings 
and constructive proofs of Hilbert's basis theorem. 
In their proofs, Pdchman and Seidenberg used implicitly the construction of standard 
(GrSbner) bases in the univariate case. By adding one variable at a time, this yields an 
inefficient method to compute standard bases in the multivariate case. 
By contrast, Buchberger (1965) gave a method to compute directly standard bases in 
polynomial rings in several variables over a field. This algorithm has been implemented 
and used extensively over the years. 
The method has been generalized to more general coefficient rings by several authors 
(Buchberger (1983, 1985), Lauer (1976), Shtokhamer (1988), Trinks (1978), Zacharias 
(1978)). However, the approach of these authors is to develop algorithms within the realm 
of classical mathematics. In particular, they use the classical definition of a noetherian 
ring to show that the algorithms terminate. 
In this paper, we combine the constructive approach of Pdchman and Seidenberg with 
the standard basis method. We introduce also a new induction principle, proposed by 
Per Martin-LSf, in the definition of noetherian rings. From this we get a new constructive 
proof of Hilbert's basis theorem. Moreover, we get a constructive proof that the standard 
basis algorithm terminates when the coefficient ring is "constructively noetherian". This 
seems to be the natural condition on the coefficient ring for the existence of a standard 
basis algorithm (cf. Shtokhamer (1988), Trinks (1978)). 
Throughout his paper we have a constructive point of view in the sense of Bishop 
(1967) (see Bridges & Richman (1987) for a discussion of different "schools" of construc- 
tiveness). Hence, e.g., we are not satisfied with an algorithm which depends on whether 
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Fermat's last theorem is true or not or with an Mgorithm that consists of a sequence of 
computations for which we just know that it is not infinite. 
We want to examine the conditions on a commutative ring R sufficient for the 
existence of an algorithm for solving systems of linear equations with coefficients in R , 
and if these conditions are stable under certain ring operations. 
Classically the existence of solutions to systems of linear equations is guaranteed 
by referring to coherence or to the stronger noetherian property. A ring R is said to be 
coheren~ ff it is possible to solve a single homogeneous linear eqation over R ; i.e., given 
elements al, a2,.. •, an in R there are finitely many solutions to al x 1 q- a2 x2-b.., q- an x, -- 
0 which generate all solutions. 
The classical argument that systems of linear equations can be solved if the coefficient 
ring is coherent is the following. If the first equation has no solution, then the system 
has no solution. Otherwise, the general solution to the first equation is obtained from 
one solution and the generators of the solutions to the homogeneous equation. When 
this is substituted in the other equations, we obtain a system with fewer equations. If 
R is coherent, it is no~ in general true that R[X] is coherent, Soublin (1970). However, 
if R is noetherian then R[X] is noetherian by Hilbert's basis theorem, and hence R a~ld 
R[X] are coherent. 
Constructively the notion of coherence makes good sense if~ of course, the existence 
of the solutions is given its constructive meaning; i.e., there is a coherence algorithm which 
given elements al, a2 , . . . ,  am in / /g ives  a finite list of generators for the solutions to the 
equation a lxz÷a2z2÷. . . -ba ,x ,  -- 0 (Definition 2.1 below). If the ring is coherent then, 
as before, it is easy to see that any system of homogeneous linear equations is solvable. 
But a new problem arises when inhomogeneous equations are considered. 
We cannot in general decide whether an inhomogeneous equation has a solution. 
For exampl% the equation ax = 1 over the real numbers has a solution if and only if 
a is nonzero - which we cannot decide. Hence we have to exclude the real numbers 
from our investigations, ince we want every linear equation to be solvable. In fact we 
have to assume that the ring has a membership algorithm, which has as input elements 
r, a l ,a2 , . . .~a ,  in /~ , and as output either "Yes, r = alr l  "t- a2r2 -b . . . -b  anr," or 
"No, a lx l  -b a2z2 -b . . .  -I- a,x,~ = r has no solution" (Definition 1.3 below). Thus, the 
algorithm decides whether the element r belongs to the finitely generated (fig.) ideal 
Hence~ so far, we want to study rings which have membership and coherence algo- 
rithms. Unfortunately, if R has these two algorithms, we cannot prove that the same is 
true for R[X] . Such a proof would be accepted by a classical mathematician s a proof 
of R coherent implies R[X] coherent but, as was remarked above, there is a classical 
counterexample, and we do not think this is a point to find a contradiction i  classical 
mathematics. 
Hence we have to add new conditions on R ,  and this is where the induction principle 
come in. A constructive version of Hilbert's basis theorem will be the following. If R 
has membership and coherence algorithms and satisfies this induction principle, then the 
same is true for R[X] . This is proved in Richman (1974) and Seidenberg (1974), but 
with different methods and with an ascending chain condition. 
We say that a r ing/~ is noe~herian (M-L) if it is coherent, has a membership algo- 
rithm, and fulfills the induction principle defined in Section 3 (Definition 3.1 and 3.4). 
We have the following results (Theorem 3.12 and 3.14). 
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Theorem A. /if R is a noetherian (M-L) ring, ~hen so is R[X] . 
Theorem B. Let R be noetherian (M-L), and let S - R [X1 ,Xs , . . .  ,X~,] . Then there 
are adgorithrnz to compute standard bases for £g. submodu]es of f.g. free S-modules, 
and to compute solutions to systems o[ linear equations over S .  
A membership algorithm for R gives rise to a form of "remainder algorithm". 
For r, ai e R , we simply let rem(r;al ,a2,. . . ,a,~) = 0 if r e (a l ,as , . . . ,a , )  and 
rem(r ;a l ,a2 , . . . ,an)  -- r i f r  ~ (a l ,a2 , . . . ,an) .  
Consider the more general situation when there is a remainder algorithm, tern, for 
R (Definition 1.1 below); i.e., we have, for r, al E R,  that tern(0; al, as , . . . ,  an) = O, 
re. (r; a l ,  a . )  - r e 
and 
r e as . . . . .  a , )  = o .  
We say that an algorithm rein is a weak remainder algorithm if the first two conditions 
hold. 
A remainder algorithm, rein, is a strong remainder algorithm (Definition 1.2 below) 
if, for r, r', ai E R ,  
r - - r 'G  (a l ,as , . . . ,an)  ==~ rem(r ;a l ,as , . . . ,an) - -  rern(r';at, a2, . . . ,an)  .
A membership algorithm gives us a remainder algorithm as above, which is not (in 
general) strong, and a remainder algorithm gives a membership algorithm if the equality 
is decidable. 
We have the following result (Theorem 3.15, cf. also Proposition 1.10). 
Theorem C. Let R be a noetherian (M-L) ring with a remainder algorithm, rein . 
Then there is a remainder algorithm for the polynomial ring S = R[X1,X2, . . . ,  Xrn] , 
which is strong if rem is. 
In Section 4 we study localizations, and we prove e.g. the following (Theorem 4.3, 
Theorem 4.6). 
Theorem D. I f  p is a fg. prime ideal in a noe$herian (M-L) ring R , then the local- 
ization Rp is also noetherian (M-L). 
Theorem E. Let R -* R t be a flat homomorphism ofrings, let S = R[X1, X~, . . . ,  Xm] , 
let M = Se~ ~ Se t $ .. .  $ Se~, , and let {gl,g2 . . . .  ,gn} be a standard basis for the 
submodule N e lM . Then {gl @ 1,gs ® 1,.. .  ,gn ® 1} is a standard basis for N ®R R' . 
In particular, if  T is a multiplicatively closed subset of R ,  then {gl/1, gs/1,. . . ,gn/1} is 
a standard basis for T - iN .  
In Section 5 we generalize the concept "reduced standard basis" to the case where 
R is not a field. 
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The ring R has a generator algorithm (Definition 5.2) ff there is an algorithm which 
given f.g. ideals J C I in R,  independently of the given generators for J and I ,  produces 
a sequence, rl,r2, . . . ,  rn , of elements in I such that 
J W (r l , r2, . . . , rn)-=- I and J + ( r l , . . . , r i - l , r i+ l  . . . .  ,rn) ¢ I ,  i=- l ,2 , . . . ,n .  
If we have a generator algorithm then we may modify the remainder algorithm to 
be basls-independen~ (Definition 1.2); i.e., for al ,a2, . . .  ,an,b1, b~,..., bk E R,  
(a l ,as, .  .. ,an) - (bl,b2,...,b~) =--4- rem(- ;a l ,  a2 , . . . ,a , )  =- rem(-;bl,b2 . . . .  ,bk) • 
We use the generator algorithm to define "reduced standard bases" (Definition 5.3) and 
we have the following result (Theorem 5.4). 
Theorem F. Let R be a noetherian (M-L) ring with a generator algorithm and a strong 
and basis-independent remainder algorithm, let S = R[X1,X~, . . .  ,X,n] , and let M = 
Se'l ~9 Se'2 • .. • @ Se' ,  be a f.g. free S-module. Then every f.g. submodule of M has a 
unique reduced standard basis. 
The discrete fields and the ring of integers are noetherian (M-L) and have generator 
algorithms and strong and basis-independent remainder algorithms. But there are many 
more rings with these properties (Theorem 5.6): 
Theorem G. If R is a noetherian (M-L) ring with a generator Mgorithm and ~ strong 
and basis-independent remainder algorithm, then so are R[X1,X2, . . .  ,Xm] and R / I  , 
where I is any f.g. ideal in R .  
In Section 6 we give some examples of rings with various properties, and a short 
discussion on which properties transfer from R to R[X] . 
We wish to thank the referees for constructive comments on the manuscript. 
This paper is organized after the following table of contents. 
1. The division algorithm 
2. Standard bases and coherence 
3. Hilbert's basis theorem 
4. Localizations 
5. Reduced standard bases 
6. Examples of rings 
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1. The  div is ion a lgor i thm 
All the rings in this paper are commutative, unitary, and have a decidable equality. 
Modules are also assumed to have a decidable quality . Let R be a ring and consider 
the polynomial ring S = t~[X1,X2, . . .  ,Xm] • A monic monomial  in S is of the form 
X ~ where a = (kt,k2, ..,krn) ki > 0, is a multi-index and X ~ v~lvk~ .X~ '~ A • , - -  : A t - '~-~ • .  . 
monomial  in S is of the form rX  ~ , where r E /~ • The monomial rX  a has total degree 
ki , where r ¢ 0 and ~ = (kt, k2 , . . . , km) .  
In Section 1 and 2 we order the set of monic monomials by total degree, and within 
each total degree we order lexicographically. This ordering obviously allows us to use 
induction over the set of monic monomials. In Section 3 we use Iti lbert's basis theorem 
to prove constructively that we may choose any ordering of the set of monic monomials 
in S which is total (if a ~ fl then X ~ > X ~ or X ~ < XZ), is compatible (if X ~ < X ~ 
then XTX ~ < XTX#) ,  and has 1 <_ X ~ for all a .  IIence, the results in Section 1 and 2 
hold also for any such ordering. 
But now we order the monic monomials by total degree, and within each total 
degree we order lexicographically. A total preordering of the set of non-zero monomials 
of S is then obtained by just ignoring non-zero coefficients. We write rX  a ,.~ r~X '~ if 
0 ~ r, r ~ e R .  
If 0 ¢ f e S ,  then we may write f = ~-~i=t riX~'  where X ~t > X ~ > .. .  > X a' , 
and 0 ¢ ri E/~ • We let in f denote the leading monomial r tX  ~' of f .  We put in 0 = 0 . 
Consider a f.g. free S-module M = Sel ~ Se2 $ . . .  @ Se ,  . A monic monomia l  in 
M is of the form X~ei  . A monomial  in M is of the form rXae l ,  r E R .  
A total ordering of the set of monic monomials in M is defined by X%i  > X#ej  if 
i > j or if i = j and X ~ > X ~ . A total preordering of the set of non-zero monomials 
of M is obtained by just ignoring non-zero coefficients• We write rXae i  ,,~ r~X~ei if 
0 ~ r, r '  ~ R .  
If 0 ~£ f G Sel  @ Se~ ~ ... @ Sen , then we may write f = ~-~i=1 r iX~'eJ,  where 
X~ej l  > Xa~ej~ > . . .  > X~e~,  , and 0 ¢ rl ~ R .  We let in f denote the leading 
monomial r tX  a~ejx of f .  We put in 0 = 0 . 
Let M be an/~-module. I fg t ,g~, . . .  ,gn ~ M,  we let the submodule of M generated 
by gt ,g2 , . . . ,gn  be denoted by (gt ,g~, . . . ,g~)  When M = Se~ we identify S and Set ,  
and the submodule (g~,g2,.-. ,gn) is then an ideal in S.  
To each sequence of elements gt, g2, . . . .  gn G Se~ @ Se~ @ .. .  ~ Se~, we associate 
S-module maps F and in F defined by 
F: Set • Se~ • . . .  • Se ,  --* Se'~ @ Se'2 e . .. $ Se',, , el ~ g~ , (1) 
and 
inF:Se~ @ Se2 @.•.@ Sen ---* Se' 1 ~ Se~ @...@ Set n, , e~ ~ ingl .  (2) 
An algorithm is a method which, given an input together with its presentation, 
produces an output with a presentation• Observe that equal inputs with different pre- 
sentations may yield unequal outputs. Thus, an algorithm is not always a function in 
the usual sense. 
We define remainder and membership algorithms for a module over a ring as follows. 
Def in i t ion  1.1. A remainder algorithm, tern, for a module M is an algorithm with 
values in M such that the following conditions hold for b, ax, a2, . . .  ,a,  E M. 
(i) b - re rn(b ;a l ,a~,• . . ,a , )  e (a l ,a2 , .• . ,an) .  
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( ii) rern(O; al ,  a~, . . . , an) - 0 and rern(b; empty  list) -- b . 
(ii i) b e (a l ,a2 , . . . ,an)  ~ rem(b;a l ,a2 , . . . ,an)  = O . 
An  algorithm, rem, for a module M is a weak remainder algorithm i f  condi6ons (i) and 
(ii) hold. 
Def in i t ion  1.2. A remainder algorithm, rem,  for a module M is strong i f  for every 
b, b l~a l ,a2 , . . . ,an  E M 
(iv) b - b /e  (a l ,a2 , . . . ,an)  ~ rern(b;at ,a2, . . .  ,an) = rern(b';at,a2, . . .  , an) .  
and it is basis- independent i f  for every b, al, a2, . . . ,  an, bl, b2,. . . ,  bk E M,  
(v) 
(a t ,a2 , . . . ,an)=(b l ,  b2,...,b~) ~ rem(b;a l ,a2 , . . . ,an)  = rern(b;b l ,b2, . . . ,bk)  . 
A remainder algorithm for a ring R is a remainder for R as an R-module. 
A (weak) remainder algorithm for an//-module M satisfies b- rem(b;  al, a2 , . . . ,  an) 
E (al, a2 , . . . ,  an) (b, ai E M) .  This means that we have a method to find ql, q2,. . . ,  qn E 
R such that b - rern(r; a l ,a2 , . . .  ,an) = qlal + q2a2 q- . . .  q- qnan . Hence the remainder 
algorithm defines implicitly a corresponding quotient algorithm, quot,  by 
quot(b; al,a~., . . . , an)  = ql el + q2e2 + . . .  + qnen 6 Re1 @ Re2 ~ • .. @ Ren . 
The remainder is uniquely determined by its quotient, and the qoutient is uniquely 
determined by the remainder, since the remainder is equipped with a method to find the 
qt • Thus, if we are given a (weak) remainder em , we may assume we have also the 
corresponding quotient qout .  
Def in i t ion  1.3. A membersh ip  algorithm for an R -modu le  M is an algorithm which/'or 
every input  b, al ,a2, .. .  ,an E M has She output "Yes, b : r la l  + r2a2 + • .. +rnan"  i f  
b e (ax, a2 , . . . ,  an) (rl e R), and has the output "No" otherwise. 
In the introduction, we saw that a membership algorithm gives us a remainder 
algorithm aaxd vice versa (since the equality is assumed to be decidable). This remainder 
algorithm is basis-independent but (in general) not strong. 
The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader. 
Lemma 1.4. Le~ R be a ring with a remainder algorithm, tern , and let I -- 
(bl, b2, . . .  ~bm) be a £g. ideal. Then the quotient ring 1~/I has a remainder algorithm, 
re in ,  given by 
rem(~; al, a2, . . . ,-fin) -- tern(r; a t , . . . ,  an, b~ , . . . , bra ) , 
for r, al ,  a2 , . . .  ,'fin E R / I  . Moreover, i f  tern is strong or basis-independent, then the 
same is true for rern . 
Assume we are given a remainder ein and the corresponding quotient quo~ for a 
ring R • 
We will now extend the algorithms rein and quot from taking arguments in R, to 
taking arguments in f.g. free S-modules M - Se~l ~) Se t ~) . . .  @ Seln, , where S -- 
R[X1,X2 , . . .  ,Xm] • However, the extended algorithm will be only a weak remainder, 
but it will be used later to obtain a remainder algorithm. 
First, we let the arguments be monomials in M.  
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Def in i t ion  1.5, Let  R be a ring with a remainder algorithm, re in ,  wi~h the corre- 
sponding quot,  le~ S = R[X~, X2, . . . .  Xm] , and let M = Se~ $ Se~ ~ . . .  $ Se '  n, be a 
£g. free S-module.  Let  b, ml ,  . . . , rnn be monic monondals in M and let r, rl E R .  Then  
REM(rb ; rxml ,  r2mz, . . .  , rnmn)  is an elemen~ in M which is given by 
REM(rb ;  r im1,  r2m% . .. , rnmn) = rein(r; rh ,  ri2, . .. , r l ,)b , 
where il < i9. < . . .  < io are precisely the integers ij with b = XC'Jmlj t'or some o~j . 
Assume that r -- rem(r ;  r i~, r i2 , . . .  , r i , )  -- ql ri~ q- q2ri~ Jr . . .  q- qsr~o , where the qt are 
given by quot(r; ri~, ri~, . . . , ri.) . Then ~he dement QUOT(rb;  r lml ,  r2m2, . . ., rnmn)  in 
Se l  ~3 Se2 EB . . .  ~ Se ,  is given by 
QUOT(rb;  rlrnl,  rg.m2,. .. , rnmn)  = qlXaXeh q- q2X~2e~ + . . .  + qsXa 'e l .  . 
Next, we want to define the weak remainder and quotient for arbitrary elements in 
M.  Let in F: Se l  ~ Se2 @. . .  • Sen -+ M be defined by (in F)(e~) = rirni . Since 
rb - REM(rb ;  r im1, . . . ,  rnrnn) = q lX  ~1 ri~ mi i  + q2X~2ri2 rni2 q - . . .  + q ,X  ~" rl .  m~. , 
we have 
rb = (in F ) (QUOT(rb ;  r l rn l ,  r2m2, . . . ,  rnmn))  q- REM(rb ;  r im1,  r2m2,. . . ,  rnmn) .  
(z) 
Now we consider general arguments f, gl, g2,... ,g,~ in M . Define F and in F as in 
(1) and (2), and let 
fo= f - F (QUOT( in  f ; ing l , . . . , ingn) ) -REM( in  f ; ing l , . . . , ing , )  . (4) 
It is easily seen that 
F(QUOT( in  f;  in gl, . . . ,  in gn)) = 
(in F ) (QUOT( in  f ;  in g l , . . . ,  in gn)) + terms lower than in f . 
Hence, from (3), with rb = in f ,  r~rn~ = in gi , and from (4) we get 
i .  f0 < in f (or f0 = 0 ) .  (5) 
We define the weak remainder REM and the corresponding quotient QUOT for 
arbitrary f ,  gl, g2 , . . . ,  gn in M by recursion on in f . 
Def in i t ion  1.6. Let R be a ring with a remainder algorithm, re in ,  with the corre- 
sponding quot, let S = R[X1, X2 , . . . ,  Xm] , let M = Se~ ~ Se~ @ . . .  ~ Se '  n, , and le~. 
f ,  gl ,  g~, .. . , gn be in M . The weak remainder RE  M is given by RE  M (O; gl ,  .. . , gn) = 0 
and 
REM(Y; al, g~, . . ., g , )  = REM( in f ;  in gl, in g2, . . .  , in g, )  + REM( fo ;g l ,  g2,. . ., g , )  
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and ~he quotient QUOT by QUOT(O;g l ,g~, . . .  ,g~) = 0 and 
QUOT( f  ; gz, g2, . . . ,  gn) = QUOT( in  f ;  in gl, in g2, . . . ,  in gn) + QUOT( fo ;  gl , .  .. , g , )  , 
where REM(  in f ;  in gl, in g~, . . . , in gn) and QUOT(  in ]; in gl, in g2, . . . , in gn) are as in 
Def in i t ion 1.5, and fo is given by (4). 
A straightforward induction on in f , using (3), shows that we have a division 
algor ithm for f ,  gl , g2 . . . .  , g,~ in M,  
f = F (QUOT( f ;  gl, g2 , . . . ,  gn)) + TdEM(f ;  gl, g2 , . . . ,  gn) • (6) 
Hence REM is a weak remainder algorithm with QUOT as its associated quotient algo- 
r i thm. 
However, REM is not in general a remainder algorithm even if rein is. Consider 
for example R[X,  Y] , where R is a ring with a remainder algorithm, and consider any 
ordering with X < YZ. Obviously X E (y2 + X, Y ) ,  but since i n (Y  9`  + X)  = y2 ,  we 
have REM(X;Y  2 + X ,Y )  = X . We must require that the generators of the ideal (or 
module) are such that this situation does not occur, and this requirement turns out to 
be exactly what we need to get a remainder algorithm (eft Buchberger (1985)). 
Def in i t ion  1.7. Let R be a ring, let S = R[X1, X2 , . . . ,  Xm] , and let M = S# t (B Se~ 
. . .  @ Seln, . A set o f  generators {gz, g~, . . . , gn ) for a submodule of  M is a standard basis 
(Gr fbner  basis) i f  for every f E M 
f E (g l ,gz , . . . ,gn)  ~ in f E ( ingt , ing2 , . . . ,  in gn) • 
I f  N is a submodule of M , we let in N be the submodule of M generated by the 
leading monomials of the elements in N .  
P ropos i t ion  1.8. Let  Tg be a ring with n remainder algorithm, rem,  let S = 
R[X1 ,X2 , . . . ,Xm]  , and let M = Se~ E~ Se~ ~ . . .  (B Se~, . A submodule NofM 
has a standard basis i f  and only i f  in N is f.g.. Moreover, the following are equivalent for 
g l ,g2 ,  . .  " ,gn  E N . 
(0 {gl , g2 . . . .  , gn ) is a standard basis for N .  
(ii) in N = ( ing l , ing2 , . . . , ing , )  . 
(iii) For every f E M : f E N ¢=¢. REM( f ;g l ,g2 , .  .. ,gn) = 0 .  
PROOF: (i) ::~ (ii) : Obvious from the definition. 
( i l )  =*. (i i i): From the division algorithm (6) it follows that f E N if we have 
REM( f ;g t ,g2 , . . . ,gn)  = 0 Suppose f E N By (ii) we have i n f  E 
( in gz , in g2 , . . . , gn ) • But then RE M ( in f; in gl , . . . , in go) = 0 since rein is a remainder 
algorithm. Hence by Definition 1.6, REM( f ;  gl, g2, . . . ,  g,) = REM( fo ;  gl, g2 , . . . ,  gn) , 
and by (5) we may use induction on in f to see that REM( f ;  gl, g2 , . . . ,  g,~) = 0 .  
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(i i i)  =¢, (i): Assume f E N .  By (ii i) we have REM( f ;g l ,g2  . . . . .  g,)) = 0 , and 
so by the division algorithm (6), f E (gl ,g2,. . .  ,gn) . Also, by the definition of REM 
(Definition 1.6) we have RE M ( in f ;  in g~, in g2, . . . , in gn ) = 0 • But then in f E (in g~ ,
in g2 , . . . ,  in gn) • Hence we have proved (i) ~ (ii) ¢=~ ( i i i ) .  
For the first statement, if N has a standard basis {g l ,gg . , . . . ,gn} ,  then i nN  = 
( in gl  , in g2, . . . , in gn) and hence in N is fig.. 
On the other hand, if in N is f.g. then it is generated by monomials mr,  rn2 , . . . ,  mn.  
But then, by the definition of in N there are gl E N with mi = in gl for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n .  
Thus in N = (in gt, in g2, . . . , in gn) and so { gl, g2, . . . , gn ) is a standard basis for N . 
The proposition is proved. 
If we are able to compute a standard basis, we can do this first and then use the 
weak remainder algorithm. Hence, we have the following corollary. 
Coro l la ry  1.9. If  R is a ring with a remainder algorRhm, and i f  we can compute  a 
standard basis for every f.g. ideal in S = R[X1 ,X2 , . . .  ,Xm] , then S has a remainder  
Mgorithm. 
A standard basis for a module N is generally not a minimal set of generators, but 
it makes the weak remainder REM behave nicely. The following three propositions give 
other examples of this phenomenon. 
P ropos i t ion  1.10. Let  R be a ring with a strong remainder Mgorithm, rem,  let S = 
R[X1 ,  X2,. • •, Xm] , and let M = Se~ @ Se t @. . .  ~ Se~n, . I f  {gl ,  g2, . . ., ge, } is a standard 
basis for the submodule  N of  M,  then for any f ,  h E M,  
f -he(g l ,g2 , . . . ,gn)  ~ REM( f ;g l ,g2 ,  . . . .  gn) = l~EM(h;g l ,g2 , . . . ,gn)  . 
PROOF: Assume {gl, g2,. .. , gn } is a standard basis and assume f - h e (gl ,  g2, . . . , gn) • 
If f = 0 or h = 0 then the claim follows from Proposition 1.8. Hence, we may 
assume f ,h  • 0 . We use induction on the maximum of {in f ,  in h} to show that 
REM( f ;  gl, g2,. . . ,  gn) = REM(h;  gl, g2, . . .  , gn) . 
Suppose in f > inh  . Then i n ( f -h )  = in f and hence in f e ( ing l , . . . , ingn)  , 
since {g l ,gz , . . .  ,gn} is a standard basis. By assumption rein is a remainder algorithm, 
and hence REM( in  f ;  in gl, in g2 , . . . ,  in gn) = 0 . Let f0 be defined by (4). We have 
fo = f -  F (QUOT( in  f ; in  g l , . . . , ing , ) ) ,  and so f0 - h E (g l ,g~, . . . ,g , ) .  
Moreover, we have that in fo < in f (or f0 = 0), and hence by induction (or Propo- 
sition 1.8) we get 
REM( f ;  gl, g2 , . . . ,  gn) = RZM( fo ;  g l , . . . ,  an ) = 
t~EM(h;g l ,g2 ,  . . .  ,gn).  
Suppose now in f N in h . Let in f = 
b, rnl are monic monomials in M and r, r ~, 
and hence r - r '  E (ril, r i2 , . . . ,  r/o) where 
that  b = Xatm~ for some o~ . 
Since rern is strong we have tern(r; ri~, r i~ , . . . ,  r t . )  = rein(r1; ri~, r i~, . . . ,  r i , )  
hence 
rb, in h = r'b , and let in gi -- r iml  , where 
ri E R. Then ( r -  r')b E (in g l , . . . , ingn) ,  
i l , lZ , . . . , i ,  are precisely the integers ~ such 
and 
REM( in  f ;  in gl, in g2,. . . , in gn) = REM(  in h; in gl, in g2, . .. , in gn) • 
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Now consider f0 , defined by (4), and ho = h - F (QUOT( in  h; in g i , . . . ,  in gn)) - 
REM( inh ; ing l , . . . , i ngn)  . We have that in fo < in f (or f0 = 0), inho < inh (or 
h0 = 0), and fo - ho E (g l ,g2 , . . .  ,gn) • Hence we may apply the induction hypothesis 
(or Proposition 1.8), and so 
REM( f ;  gl , .  . . , gr,) = P~EM(in f; in gl, in gz, . .  ., in gn) + REM( fo ;  gl, . . . .  gn) - 
REM(  in h; in gz, in g2, . . . , in gn) + REM(ho;  gl, . . . , g,)  = REM(h ;  gl, . . . , g, )  . 
This proves the proposition. 
The next proposition says that TdEM is invariant under change of standard basis, if 
the remainder, re in ,  is strong and basis-independent. 
P ropos i t ion  1.11. Let /~ be a ring with a strong and basis- independent remainder 
algorithm, re in ,  let S -- R[X1, X2 , . . .  , Xm] , and let M - Se~ (9 Se~ (9 . . .  (B Se~, . Then, 
for every f ,  gl, g2, •. . ,  gn, g~, g~ . . . .  , g~ E M,  we have 
(g l , . . . ,  gn) --- (g~,-.-, g~) =::# REM( f ;  g l , . . . ,  gn) -- REM( f ;  g~,. . . ,  g~) , 
/ I provided that  {gl , g~, . . . , gn } and {gz ,g~, . . . , g~} axe standard bases. 
PROOF: We may assume f ~ 0 . The proof is by induction on in f . We assume that 
{gl,g2, . . . ,g~} are standard bases for the same submodule N of {g l ,g~, . . . ,gn}  and i i 
M . It follows that i nn  = ( ing l , ing2 , . . . , ingn)  -- ( ing~, ing~, . . . , ing~)  . We let 
in f -- rb , in gi - t i ro l ,  and in g~ -- r~m~ , where b, ml, m~ are monic monomials in M,  
and r, rl, r~ e R .  
Suppose b "- Xa~mj  for some aj precisely when j E {i1,i2, ... , i ,} , and b = X~m~. 
for some /3j precisely when j E {i~, i~,. . . ,  i~} . Then in N f3/~b --- (ri,, r i2, . . . ,  ri,)b -- 
' 
hence  = . . . .  
] I ! By assumption rein(r; ri,, ri2, . . . .  ri.) - rein(r; rq, r~ , . . . ,  r~;) , and hence by the 
definition 
REM( in  f ; ing l , ing2 , . . . , ingn)= REM( in  f ; ing~, ing~, . . . , iug~)  . (7) 
Let ~0 be defined by (4), and let f~ be defined in the same way with ' 
Then i n fo  < in f  (or f0 -  0) and inf~ < in f  (or f~ =0) .  By (7) and the induction 
hypothesis (or Proposition 1.8) we have 
REM(I; g~, g2, . . . ,  g - )  = 
REM( in  f ;  in gl, in g2 , . . . ,  in gn) + REM( fo ;  gl, g2 , . . . ,  gn) = 
REM( in  f ;  in g~, in g~, . . . ,  in g~) + REM( fo ;g~,  g~, . . . ,  g~) . 
But f0 -  f~ is in N , and so by Proposition 1.10 we have REM( fo ;g~,g~, . . . ,g [ )  -- 
I .  I I REM( f~,  gz, g2 , . . . ,  g;) • But then 
• I .  I I 
I~EM( f ;  gl, g2, ,. ., g,,) -" REM( in  f;  in gl, =n g~, . . . .  in g;) + REM( f~,  gl, g2," " , g;) - "  
REM( f ;  9i, g~,..', g;)" 
This proves the proposition. 
The following proposition is a variation of the theme. 
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Propos i t ion  1.12. Let R be a ring with a strong remainder algorithm, rein, le~ S = 
R[X1,  X2 , . . .  ,Xm] , and let M = Se~ ~ Se~ @ . . .  @ Se'  n, • Assume ~hat we have, for 
every r, al, ag., . . . ,  an E t~, and for every permutation o" of{ l ,  2 , . . . ,  n},  
rein(r; al, a2, . . . ,  a,)  = rem(~; a,1, ao2, . . . ,  ao , ) .  
Then,  for every f ,  gl, g2 , . . . ,  g, 6 M and every permutation cr we have 
REM( f ;  gl, g9, . . .  , gn) = REM( f ;  g~l, g~2,. . . ,  g,,n) , 
prov ided that {gi, g2, . . . ,  gn} is a standard basis. 
PROOF: We may assume f ¢ 0.  The proof is by induction on in f .  By the assumption 
on re in and by the definition of REM on the set of monomials, it follows that 
REM(  in f;  in gl, in g2, . . . , in gn) "" REM(  in f;  in 9~1, in ga2, . . . , in g,rn) . 
From this the result follows exactly as in the proof of Proposition 1.11. 
There are many rings with strong and basis-independent remainder algorithms. The 
most important examples are the discrete fields (fields with decidable quality) and the 
ring of integers. 
Lemma 1.13. I f  R is a discrete field or the ring of  integers, then R has a strong and 
basis-independent remainder algorithm. 
PROOF: If R is a discrete field, we put re in( r ;0 , . . . ,0 )  = r ,  rem(r ;a l ,a~, .  .. ,a , )  = 0 ,  
if some at is non-zero (r, at E/~).  Condition (i) in Definition 1.1 is fulfilled by putting 
r - rem(r ;O , . . . ,O)  -- 0 .0 -b . . . - t -0 .0  and r - rem(r ;a l ,a~, . . . ,an)  --- ra1-1.a~ , 
where at is the first non-zero element in the list. Hence, the corresponding quotient 
algorithm is defined by quot(r; O, 0, . . . ,  0) = 0 , and quot(r; al, as , . . . ,  an) -- ra'~lei e 
Re1 ~ Re2 $ . . . ~ Ren • 
If R = Z , the ring of integers, then, for r, at E Z , we define tern(r; al, a~, . . . ,  an) 
to be the principal remainder when r is divided by GCD(a l ,  a2, . . . ,  an) • A repeated 
use of the euclidean algorithm yields d = GCD(a l ,  a2 , . . . ,  a , )  and a solution to a lz l  + 
a2x2 -[- . . .  -~- an~ n - -  d , 
If r = q. d+ rein(r; al, a2, . . . ,  an) , then we take the solution computed above, and 
we have 
r -  rem(r ;a l ,a2 , . . . ,an)  = qxla l  q- qx2a~ Jr . . .  -b qxnan E (a l ,a2 , . . . ,an)  • 
Thus, the quotient is defined by 
quot(r; a l ,a2 , . . . ,an)  = qxl el q- qx2e2 ÷. . .  q- qZnen E Zel ~ Ze2 ~. . .  ~ Zen . 
We leave to the reader to verify that the remainder algorithms are strong and basis- 
independent. 
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2. S tandard  bases and  coherence  
Let /~ be a coherent ring with a remainder algorithm, and let S = R[X1,  X2, . . . ,  Xm]. 
We saw in Section 1 that the remainder algorithm for S can be used as a membership 
algorithm, if we can compute a standard basis for any given f.g. ideal in S. But to be 
able to solve systems of linear equations over S,  we want also the ring S to be coherent. 
We will show that S is coherent, if we can compute standard bases in S .  
First let us make the notion of coherence precise. 
Def in i t ion  2.1. Let /~ be a ring and let M be an R-module. The modu]e M is (con- 
struct ively)  coherent i f  there is an algorithm which for given al, a2, . . . , an E M computes 
a finite set o f  generators for the solutions in l~ n to the equation 
a lz l  Jr" a2z2 -}-... + an~:n ---- 0 • 
A r ing R is said to be coherent if R is coherent as an R-module.  
Observe that we do not demand that M is fig. in this definition. (Some authors 
use the term "pseudo-coherent" in this case, and reserve the term "coherent" for f.g. 
modules.) 
If a ring is coherent, then we can solve systems of homogenous linear equations 
by repeated use of the coherence algorithm. But we want to compute the solutions to 
systems of linear homogenous equations directly, and we will give such an algorithm, 
which of course is also a coherence algorithm. 
Consider a homogenous system of linear equations with n unknowns and n' equa- 
tions, and the corresponding map between free S-modules, 
F :Se l  • Se~ ~. . .e  Sen ---* Set  G Set  • . . .e  Se'n, - M ,  c~ ~ g~ 6 M.  (8) 
Of course, the set of solutions to the homogenous system of linear equations i the kernel, 
ker(F),  of the map F .  
We order the monomials in M as in Section 1, and we consider also the S-module 
map in F ; 
in F: Se l  @ Se2 ~ . . . $ Sen ~ Se~ $ Se t @. . .  @ Se~n, = M,  ei ~-+ in gl • (9) 
The following lemma tells us that we can compute a finite set of generators for the 
S-module ker(in F )  . 
Lemma 2.2. Let  I~ be a coherent ring, let S = R[X1 ,X2 , . . . ,X rn]  , and let M = 
Se'  1 @ Se'~ ~9...  ~ S#, ,  be a f.g. free S-module.  Then there is an algorithm which for each 
fig. submodu le  generated by monomials ml ,  m2, . . . ,  ra n in M,  computes a finite set of 
generators {G1, G2 , . . . ,  G~} for the kernel of  the S-module  map 
in F: Se l  ~ Se2 ~ . . . ~ Sen --~ M , ei ~ rni , 
with the fol lowing property. For each j we have G. - r-,n . . 
is a monic  monomia l  b i in M such that ( inF ) (s i~ ,5  ~2~_':l,s.iA": e l '  sl e R 1, and there 
~ij = sio i , s i 6 R ,  for <_ i < n .  
PRooF: Let the monornials be given by rn; = riX~iel . 
of least common multiples for the subsets of {X~, e, k~[ri E R) .  We want to find the set 
t, ~. A least common multiple must 
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have the form Xae~ , where each component of c~ is the correspending component of 
some oq with k i = k .  I t  follows that there can be at most n~ n least common multiples of 
the form Xae~ , where n~ is the number of aj with kj - k.  Since n~ + n~m +.. .  + na,rn < 
(nl + n~ + .. .  + nn,) m , there can be at most n rn least common multiples altogether. I t  
is easily decided whether a given monomial is a least common multiple. 
For each least common multiple b = Xae~ we let Ab be the subset of {1, 2~.. . ,  n)  
such that Xa'e~ divides b for i E Ab . We then use the coherence algorithm in R to 
compute a finite set of generators for the R-module ( ~'~eAb siei [ si e R,  ~ieAb slrl ---- 
0}. 
Let ~eA~ tiei be one of these generators. But then G~ = ~ieA~ t~X(a-~)ei is in 
the kernel of in F ,  since 
(i, t,,',X"el =0.  
iEAb iEA~ 
Also, each sub-monomial tiX(a-~)e¢ of Gj maps to t~r~ b. 
We claim that the set of generators Gj from all the least common multiples Xae~ 
together form a set of generators {G1, G2, . . . ,  G,} for ker(iu F)  . 
To see this, take an element G of ker(in F) . The terms of G ,  sXPei , s E R ,  are 
mapped by inF tomonomials  X/3miin M.  For each i ,  1 < i<  n ,  let siX #,el be 
maximal among the terms sXZel of G ,  if there is such a term. 
Now consider the monomials X~,Xa~e~, , and let XTe~ be maximal among them. 
Let A be the subset of {1,2, . . .  ,n)  such that XZ'Xa'e~, = XTet~ for i E A .  
Consider the sum "G = ~ieA s iX"e l  . 
Let b = Xae~ be the least common raultiple of the Xa~e~,, i E A . But then 
XTe~ = X~Xae~ for some X ~ , and so fll + oL~ = ~ + a for each i E A. Thus we have 
"~ = ~ siX'X(a-adei  .
lEA 
Since (in F)(G) -- O, we have also (in F)(G) -- O, and so 
(in = =o,  
lEA 
and hence ~ieA sirl = 0 • But we have A C Ab and so G is X 6 times an R-linear 
combination of the Gj belonging to the least common multiple b .  Thus, by induction 
over the number of terms of G ,  we see that G is an S-linear combination of the Gj , j = 
1 ,2 , . . . , t  . 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
In general the algorithm described above is rather time-consuming, since we have 
to go through all possible least common multiples, and there can be n rn of these. But 
for some rings, notably the discrete fields and the ring of integers, the set of solutions 
to atx l  + a~x2 + .. .  + anxn = 0 is generated by solutions with only two non-zero 
coordinates. This makes it easier to find the generators for ker(/n F) . 
We recall the following definition. 
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Def in i t ion  2.3. A ring R is a Bezout  ring i f  for each pair o f  e lements a, b 6 R there 
exists an element d ~ R such that (a, b) = (d) . A Bezout domain is a Bezout  ring 
w i thout  zero-divisors ( i f  r, r' ~ R ,  r # 0 and rr '  = 0 then r' = 0). 
Clearly, a ring is a Bezout ring if and only if every fig ideal is principal. The discrete 
fields and the ring of integers are Bezout domains. 
A Bezout domain has a very nice coherence algorithm: 
P ropos i t ion  2.4. Let R be a Bezout domain, and let al, az , . . . ,  an be non-zero elements 
in R .  Le~ (a l ,az , . . . ,a , )  -" (d) , and let ai = d.  bi for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n , (d ,  bi E R) .  Then 
the kernel  of the map 
F: Re1 $ Re2 $ . . .  ¢9 Re,, --* R ,  ei ~-+ ai , 
is generated by {bjei - biej ; 1 < i < j < n} .  
PROOF: We use induction over n.  When n -- 1 the kernel of F is trivial. Suppose n >_ 2 
and a lx l+azxz+. . .+aax ,  = 0 .  Since d ¢ 0 it follows that b lx l+bzxz+. . .+b,x ,~ = 0.  
Let (bz, ba, . . .  ,b,)  = (c) , and let bzc~ + bscs + . . .  + b,*cn = c . Then cel - bl(cze2 + 
Caea +. . .  +cne , )  maps to zero under the map 
F '  : T~el ~ Re2 @ .. .  ~ Re,~ ~ R ,  el ~ bi . 
But now (b l ,bz , . . .  ,b , )  -" (1),  and so (bl,c) - (1) . Hence there are zl and z2 in R such 
that blz l  + cz2 = 1.  
Since (bz ,ba, . . . ,bn)  = (e) and btx l  = - (bzx2  + bsx3 +. . .  + b,x. , )  , there is a y in 
R such that  blzl = ye .  ttence xl  = xl(b~zt + ezz) = ycz~ + z~cz2 = c(yz~ + x~zz) .  
I f  we put z = yz~ + x~z2 , then x~ = cz and hence (x~e~ + x2e2 4" . . .  + Xnen)  - -  
z(ce~ - 'b~(eze~ +. . .  +cnen) )  is in ker(F')  , and has the first coordinate qual to zero. 
By induction it is a linear combination of blel - bie~ , 2 <_ i < j <_ n .  But 
ee~ - b~(c~e~ +. . .  + e .e . )  = 
c~(b2e~ - ble~) + c~(bael - b~e3) + ... + c,(b,,el - b le , )  
is a linear combination of bjei - btej , 1 < i < j < n . Thus, the solution x~et + zue~ + 
. . .  + z,*e, is also a linear combination of the elements bje~ - biej . This finishes the 
proof. 
Hence, i f /~ is a Bezout domain, then we need at most n(n + 1)/2 generators for 
ker(iu F )  and the generators are easy to calculate. We have the following result. 
Coro l la ry  2.5. Let R be a Bezout domain, let S = R[X1 ,Xz , . . .  ,Xm] , and let M = 
Se~ ~ Se~ ~. . .  (9 Se t ,  be a £g. free S-module.  Let  r lXa lc~l ,  r zX~e~2, . . . ,  r ,  Xa"e~,  
be monomiMs  in M,  (r~ E R).  Then the kerne/of  the S-module  map 
inF :Sez  @ Se2 $ . . .  $Sen  ~ M , el ~ riXa~e~, ,
is generated by {bj, iX(a~J-ai)ei  - - bl, jX(al, J -aJ)ej ; 1 -< i < j -< n and e'k, = e~i} where 
Xa' . J  is the least common mult iple of X a' and X ~j , ( r i ,u )  = (d i j )  , ri = bi,i&,j , and 
r j  = b~,~d~,j . 
We use Lemma 2.2 to give an algorithm to check standard bases. Given a standard 
basis, we get a method to compute a set of generators for ker(F) . 
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If R is a discrete field, and we compute the generators G~j = bj,iX(a~,J-aOei - 
bidX(a'.~-aDej for ker(in F) as in Corollary 2.5, then F(Gi,i) in the following theorem 
is a unit times the "S-polynomial" corresponding to gl and gt (cf. Buchberger (1985)). 
Theorem 2.6. Let ~ be a coherent ring with a remainder algorithm, let S -" 
R[X ~ ,X2, . . . .  Xm ] , le~ M = Se~ @ Se~ @...@ Se~, , and let (g~ ,g~, . . . , g,a ) be a submod- 
ule of M. Let the S-module maps F and in F be as in (8) and (9), let {G~, G~, . . . , G~ ] be 
a set of generators for ker(in F) computed as in Lemma 2.2, and let Syzt, Syz~, . . . ,  Syzt 
be given by 
= - . 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(0 RE~l (F (G j ) ;g l ,g2 , . . . ,g r , )=O fo r j= l ,2 , . . . , t .  
(ii) {Syzl ,  Syz2,. .., Syz,} is a set of generators for ker(F) . 
(iii) {gl, g2,... ,g,} is a standard basis. 
PROOF: (iii) =¢~ (i) follows from Proposition 1.S, since F( Gj ) E (gl, g2,... ,gn) • 
(ii) ~ (i): By (6) we have 
F(Gj) = F(QUOT(F(Gj ) ;g l ,g2, . . .  ,g,,)) + REM(F(Gj ) ;g l ,g2, . .   ,g,~) .
Hence, F(Syzj)  = REM(F(G j ) ;  gl, g2,... ,g,~) , and (ii)=~ (i) follows. 
It remains to prove (i) :=¢, (ii) and (i) ~ (iii), and so we assume (i). We use the 
ordering in M to order the monomials rXaei in Sel ~ Se2 ~ . . .  @ Se, in the following 
way. 
X~ei  > X~ej if ( inF)(X"e~) > ( in f ) (X~e j ) ,  
(i.e., if X~'ingl > X ~ ingj), 
X~el  ,., X~ej if ( inF ) (X%i )  ,,, ( inF)(XPej )  , 
(i.e., if X ~ in gi and X ~ in gj only differ by coefficients), and finally 
rX%i  ,'~ rIXae~ if 0 ¢ r, r' E/~. 
This is a total preordering which ignores non-zero coefficients. It is compatible since the 
ordering of the monomials in M is. Let the leading term of an element h in Sey ~ Se2 
• .. @ Sen be denoted by lead h . The leading term is a sum lead h -- ~ in t  siXO.ei , 
where sl E R .  
By Lemma 2.2, if Gj = ~i~=1 siXU~ei , sl E IZd , then there is a monomial XVie~ 
in U such that (in F)(siXU,el) = s~XV~e~j, s~ E R , for 1 < ~ < n . Thus we have 
Gj -- leadGj , and since ( iuF)(Gj)  -- 0 , the element F(Gj) in M consists of terms 
lower than XVJe~.. But then, since Syz i = Gj -QUOT(F(G j ) ;g l ,g2 , . . .  ,ga) , we see 
from the definitio~ of QUOT that Syzj = Gj + lower terms ; i.e., lead Syz  1 ~ Gj . 
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To prove (ii) , we assume h e ker(F) . We will show h = )"~j=I pjSyzj  for some 
pi ~ S by induction on lead h .  
Since F(h) = 0 ,  in particular the highest monomial appearing in F(h) is zero; i.e., 
(in F)(lead h) = O . 
But by LelIn'na 2.2 {G1, G2, . . . ,  G,} generate ker(in F ) ,  and so 
+ lower terms, 
j=l  j=l 
where the mj are monomials in S .  We have F(Syz j )  = I~EM(F(Gj ) ;g l ,g~, . . .  ,g,) -" 0 
t 
by( i ) ,andhence  h=~j=lmjSyz i  + hi , where F(hl)  =0 and iead hl < lead h . 
By induction ha is a linear combination of the Syzj , and so the same is true for h . 
Hence, {Syz l ,  Syzg_,..., Syz,} is a set of generators for ker (F) .  
In order to show (i l l),  we assume f # 0 and f 6 (gl,g2,. . .  ,g , )  , or more precisely 
Oykf=q lg l+q2gg.+. . .+qng,  for some q i6S .  We put h=qle l+q~e2+. . .+qne~,  
and we have F(h)  = f .  If  (in F)(lcad h) = 0 ,  then Zcadh = E~=~-~jG~ , for some 
monomials rnj in S , and so h = )'-~f,_lmjSyzj + hi , where F(hl)  - f and 
leadhl < leadh.  Now if (inF)(leadhl~-'-- 0 we continue in this way until we find h~ 
with F(h~) = f and ( inF)( ieadh~) # 0 • But then in f = (in F)(lead h~) , and hence 
in f E ( ing l , ingg. , . . . ,  ing, )  . 
Thus, {gl, g2 , . . . ,  gr,} is a standard basis, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
In particular, if we put n' = 1 and M = S in Theorem 2.6 and apply also Corollary 
1.9, then we get the following corollary. 
Coro l la ry  2.7, I f  l~ is ~ coherent ring with a remainder algorithm, and if  we can compu te 
a standard basis for every £g. ideal in S = R[X1,X2, . . .  ,Xm] , then S is also coherent 
and has a membership algorithm. 
We can now give an algorithm to compute standard bases for f.g. ideals in S . 
However, we need an ascending chain condition on the ideals in S generated by monomials 
to ensure that  our algorithm stops after finitely many steps. 
Theorem 2.8. Le~ /~ be a coherent ring with a rema/nder algorithm, and let S = 
I~[X1, X2 , . . . ,  Xm] • If  for every infinite increasing chain 
c_ (ml, c (r l, m2, . . . ,  m, , )  C ... 
of ideals in S generated by monomials mi , there is a k such that (mi ,m2, . . .  ,rank) = 
(ml,  m2 . . . .  , mn~+~) , then there exists an algorithm which to a given f.g. ideM I in S 
computes a standard basis for I , and moreover S is coherent and has a membership 
algorithm. 
PROOF: Let I -- (g l ,g2, . . .  ,gno) be the given ideal. Compute, as in Lemma 2.2 (with 
n' -- 1 and M -- S), a set of generators (G0,1, G0,2,. . . ,  G0,~o} for ker(in F)  , and then 
compute REM(F(Go, j ) ;g l ,  g~,. . . ,  gno) for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  to • 
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If these remainders are all zero, then by Theorem 2.6 we have already a stan- 
dard basis. Otherwise, let gno+l,gno+2,... ,gm be the non-zero remainders. These 
remainders are elements in S . By construction, gt E (gt,g2 . . . . .  gno) but ingi  f~ 
( in gi , in g2, . . . , in gno) for i=n0+l ,n0+2, . . . ,n i ,andso  
I=(g l , . . . ,gno) - - ' (g l , . . . ,g r ,1 )  but ( ing l , . . . , i ngno)  C ( ingl ,  . . . .  i ngn , ) .  
Again using Lemma 2.2, compute a set of generators {GI,i, GI,2, . . . ,  G~,tt } for ker(in F)  
(with respect o g i ,g2 , . . . ,g ,x ) ,  and then compute RF~M(F(G ld) ;g i ,  gx, . . .  ,g,~) for 
j = 1 ,2 , . . . , t l  . 
If these remainders are all zero, we have a standard basis. Otherwise, let gnu+i, 
gr~t+2 . . . .  , gn~ be the non-zero remainders. By construction, we have 
[ ' - (g l , . . . ,gn j . )  = (gl,...,gra=) but ( ingl , . . . , iTtgni )  C ( i ,  g l , . . . , i ,  gn.,). 
If we continue in this way, and let ni+l = ni if the remainders are all zero, we get an 
infinite increasing sequence of ideals (in g l, in g2,. . . ,  in gin) generated by monomials. By 
assumption, there is ~ k such that (in gi , in gg., . . . , in gnk ) = (in gi , in g~, . . . , in gnk+ x ) . 
But then n~+i = nk , and REM(F(G~j ) ;g i ,g%. . .  ,gnk) = 0 for j = 1,2, . . .  ,~  . By 
Theorem 2.6, {g i ,g2 , . . .  ,g, ,  } ks then a standard basis for I .  
Thus, we have an algorithm for computing standard bases in S .  But then S is also 
coherent and has a membership algorithm by Corollary 2.7, which completes the proof. 
The following theorem gives the existence of standard bases for f.g. submodules of 
f.g. free S-modules, provided that we have a similar ascending chain condition. The 
proof is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 2.8, and is left to the reader. 
Theorem 2.9. Let R be a coherent ring wi~h a remainder algorithm, let S = 
R[X i ,  X~,. .. , Xm] , and let M = Se~ ~ Se~ @. . .  @ Se~, . I f  for every infinite increasing 
chain 
MoCMlC_M2C_M3C_... 
of  submodules Mi = ( rn i ,m2, . . . ,  ram) of  M generated by monomials raj E M there is a 
k such that Mk = M~+l , then there exists an algorithm which to a given f.g. submodu le  
N o£M computes a standard basis for N .  
In the next section, we show that a certain induction principle on ideals in R carries 
over to S = R[X1,X2 , . . .  ,Xm] and to f.g. free S-modules, and that Theorems 2.6, 2.8 
and 2.9 then can be applied. In particular, there is then an algorithm which computes 
the solutions to systems of linear equations. 
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3. Hi lbert 's basis theorem 
In this section we give a constructive induction principle on ideals of a ring R ,  and we 
show that  this carries over to R[X] , and hence by induction to S = R[X1, X2 , . . . ,  Xm].  
This induction principle was proposed by Per Martin-L6f and gives one of several possible 
definitions of "constructively noetherian" (eft Richman (1974) and Seidenberg (1974)). 
The induction principle we want uses a recursive definition of "blocked" ideals and 
submodules.  
Def in i t ion  3.1. Let R be a ring, and let M be a R-module. A submodule N of M is 
blocked in M if for every a E M 
a ~ N ~ N + Ra is blocked in M . 
In other words, N is blocked in M if the set of submodules of M/N is "wellfounded" 
with respect o the relation < defined by N ~ < N if there exists a ~ N with N ~ = N+Ra 
(see for example Mines, Richman & Ruitenburg (1988)). 
Note that  M itself is always blocked in M . We may use "transfinite induction" to 
prove theorems about blocked submodules of M ; i.e., we prove the theorem is true for 
N if it is true for any N + Ra ,  a ~ N .  We may also use a variant of this principle; i.e., 
we prove the theorem is true for N if it is true for any N ~ with N C N ~ . 
Moreover, we may use induction to prove theorems about a set of blocked submodules 
of M ; i.e., we prove the theorem is true for the submodule N in the set if it is true for 
any N ~ in the set with N C N ~ . We have the following lemma. 
Lernma 3.2. Le t /~ be a ring and let M be an R-module. 
(i) I f  (0) is blocked in M then every submodule of M is blocked in M . 
(ii) The submodule NofM is blocked in M if and only i f (0) is blocked in M/N . 
(iii) I f  (0) is blocked in M,  then (0) is blocked in any submodule of M.  
PROOF: To show (i) , we use transfinite induction to prove the following statement for 
every blocked submodule N of M.  
Every submodule N ~ of M with N C _ N r is blocked in M . 
We may assume that the statement is true for every submodule N -b Ra , where 
a ~ N ,  and we must prove the statement for N .  
Suppose NCN landa~N ~. But thenN+RaCN'+Raanda~N,  and hence 
N~q - Ra is blocked in M by the induction hypothesis. Hence, by definition, N t is blocked 
in M,  and the statement is true for N . 
By induction the statement is true for every blocked submodule N of M . In 
particular,  if (0) is blocked then the statement is true for N = (0) . This completes the 
proof of (i) . 
We leave the similar proofs of (ii) and (iii) to the reader. 
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In Definition 3.1, the R-modules M and N need neither be fig. nor have a mem- 
bership algorithm, but in the following we will always add these assumptions (except in 
Section 6 below). 
The property "(0) is blocked in M" may be used instead of an ascending chain 
condition on M.  Richman and Seidenberg (Richman (1974), Seidenberg (1974), Mines, 
Richman ~: Ruitenburg (1988)) studied the following ascending chain condition. 
For every infinite increasing chain of f.g. submodules of M , N1 _C N2 C N3 __ . . .  , 
there is an n such that Nn = Nn+l • 
The property "(0) is blocked in M" implies this ascending chain condition: 
P ropos i t ion  3.3. Let R be a ring, let M be an R-module with a membership algorithm 
and let (0) be blocked in M . Then for every infinite increasing chain of f.g. submodules 
of M , NI C_ N2 C_ N3 C_ ... , there is an n such that Nn = N~+ I • 
PROOF: Let N1 C_ N~ C_ hr3 C_ . . .  be an infinite increasing chain of f.g. submodules of 
M . Since (0) is blocked in M , we may use induction over fig. submodules. Assume 
thus that every infinite increasing chain of fig. submodules, which starts witl~ N[ and 
has N1 C N[ , takes a pause at some point. 
We must show that the chain N1 C_ N2 C_ Ns _C... also takes a pause at some point. 
Since M has a membership algorithm, we can decide whether N1 = N2 • If N1 -- N~ then 
we already have a pause. If not, then N1 C N2 , and so the chain N2 C_ N3 __ N4 ___ . . .  
takes a pause by the induction hypothesis. But then the chain N1 C_ 'N2 C N3 C ... 
takes a pause, too. 
This finishes the proof. 
The proposition shows that if (0) is blocked in M,  then M is classically noetherian. 
Also, if M is classically noetherian then, classically, (0) is blocked in M . To see 
this, assume M is noetherian but (0) is not blocked in M.  Then the set of non-blocked 
submodules of M has a maximal element. But by definition this maximal element is 
blocked, which is a contradiction. 
Thus, if (0) is blocked in M , then M is classically f.g.. However, M need not be 
fig. in the constructive sense (cf. Example 6.4 below). 
We are now able to give a definition of constructively noetherian rings and modules 
which, classicaly, is equivalent to the classical definition. Since we use an induction 
principle proposed by Martin-LSf, we will use the term "noetherian (M-L)" in order to 
distinguish this definition from other constructive definitions of noetherian rings. 
Def in i t ion 3.4. Let R be a ring. An R-module M is noetherian (M-L) if M is £g. 
and coherent, has a membership algorithm, and (0) is blocked in M . The ring R is 
noetherian (M-L) if it is noetherian (M-L) as an R-module. 
A discrete field k is noetherian (M-L). Indeed, it has a membership algorithm, is 
coherent by Proposition 2.4, and since (0) + (a) = (1), for a non-zero, (0) is blocked in 
k .  
The ring of integers, Z, is also noetherian (M-L), which we see in the following way. 
It has a remainder algorithm by Lemma 1.13 and it is coherent by Proposition 2.4. Also, 
by an easy induction, (n) is blocked in Z for each non-zero n .  But then (0) is blocked, 
too. 
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The two propositions that  follow are found in Mines, Pdchman & Ruitenburg (1988), 
section I I I .2, but with a definition of noetherian rings and modules which uses the as- 
cending chain condition in Proposition 3.3. 
P ropos i t ion  3.5. Let  I~ be a ring. I f  the l~-modules N and M/N are both noetherian 
(M-L) ,  then so is M.  In particular, i f  Mr and M2 are both noetherian (M-L), then so is 
Mt  ~ Ma . 
PROOF: Suppose N and M/N are noetherian (M-L). Clearly, M is f.g. since N and 
M/N are. To show M has a membership algorithm we consider a f.g. submodule 
L "- (at, a2 , . . . ,  an) of M and an element b E M . We want to decide whether b E L . 
First, we use the membership algorithm in M/N to decide if b E L + N . If not, 
then b ¢ L . Assume thus that  b- -  a + c, a E L ,  c E N .  But then b E L precisely when 
b-aELAN.  
By solving the equation 
Zla l  -4- z2a2 "Jr... "-[- zna,~ E N ,  zi E R ,  
using the coherence algorithm in M/N , we get a set of generators for L n N . Hence, 
we can use the membership algorithm in N to decide b - a E L f~ N . 
We will now show M is coherent. We use matr ix notation, and we let A T denote 
the transpose of the matr ix  A .  Vectors and sequences of elements are written as column 
matrices. 
Consider a sequence of elements al, a2 , . . . ,  an in M,  and let a be the corresponding 
column matr ix .  We want to solve the equation 
~:Ta=0,  xER n .  (10) 
We use the coherence algorithm in M/N to solve xTa E N for x E R" , and we get 
generators c t , c2 , . . . ,  cm E R" for the solutions. Let the elements hi E N be given by 
hi = c~a , i=  l ,2 , . . . ,m,  (11) 
and let h be the corresponding column matrix. Since N is coherent, we may find gener- 
ators dr, d2,. .  •, dk for the solutions to 
yTh- -  O ~ y E R m • (12) 
Suppose now b is a solution to (10); i.e., bTa = 0 . Then bTa E N and hence b = Cz  
for some z E R m , where C is the n x m-matr ix whose columns are the ei • Since bTa = 0 , 
and since h = CTa by (11), it follows that z~'h = zTCTa  ---- (Cz)Ta  "- bTa = 0 . Hence 
z is a solution to (12), and so z = Du for some u E /~k , where D is the rn × k-matrix 
whose columns are the di • Thus b -" CDu.  
Finally, we note that the columns of CD are solutions to (10), since (CD)Ta  = 
D~'C'ra : DTh  = 0 . Thus, the columns of CD generate the solutions to (10), and so 
M is coherent, 
It remains to show that every f.g. submodule of M is blocked. Let L be a f.g. 
submodule of M . Since M/N is noetherian (M-L) we may use induction. We assume 
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every fig. submodule L ~ of M with L + N C L ~ + N is blocked, and we show L is then 
blocked. 
In fact, we will show every f.g. submodule K of M with L + N C_ K + N is then 
blocked. We show this statement by "internal" induction. 
Consider a f.g. submodule K of M with L + N C K + N .  We saw above that K M N 
is f.g., and since N is noetherian (M-L) we may use induction over f.g. submodules of 
N .  We assume very f.g. submodule L t of M with L+N C L t+N and KnN C LIf-IN 
is blocked, and we prove K is then blocked. 
Consider b 6 K , where b E M . We must show K +Rb is blocked. If b 9~ L + N 
then 
L+ N C (L+ Rb)+ N C_ (K + t~b)+ N , 
and K + Rb is blocked by the "external" induction hypothesis. 
I fb  E L+N then b E K+N and we have some a E K with b -a  E N . Since 
b - a E ( K + Rb ) M N but b-a~KMN, themodu leK+Rbis thenb lockedbythe  
"internal" induction hypothesis. 
Hence, K is blocked in M,  which completes the "internal" induction. 
But then L is also blocked in M,  which completes the "external" induction and the 
proof of the proposition. 
P ropos i t ion  3.6. Le~ R be a ring. If the J~-module M is noetherian (M-L) and N is a 
f.g. submodule, then M/N and N are both noe*herian (M-L). 
PROOF: Assume M is a noetherian (M-L) R-module with a f.g. submodule N . A 
fortiori, N is coherent and has a membership algorithm. By Lemma 3.2 (iii) , (0) is 
blocked in N .  Since we assumed N is f.g., it is also noetherian (M-L). 
By Lemma 1.4, M/N has a membership algorithm. We get a coherence algorithm 
for M/N by adding new variables to the equation we want to solve, with the generators 
for N as coefficients, and then using the algorithm in M.  By Lemma 3.2, (0) is blocked 
in M/N.  Clearly, M/N is f.g., and so M/N is noetherian (M-L). 
The proposition is proved. 
The following corollary is immediate. 
Coro l lary  3.7. I f  R is a noetherian (M-L) ring and I is a f.g. 
noetherian (M-L) ring. 
ideal, then R / I  is a 
A finitely presented R-module is a quotient of a fig. free R-module by a fig. submod- 
ule. Since finite sums of noetherian (M-L) modules are noetherian (M-L) by Proposition 
3.5 and by induction, we have also the following corollary (cf. Mines, Richman & lZuiten- 
burg (1988), section III.2). 
Coro l lary  3.8. If the ring R is noetherian (M-L), ~hen every finitely presented R-module 
is noetherian (M-L). In particular, every f.g. free R-module is noetherian (M-L). 
Our aim in this section is to show R[X] is noetherian (M-L) if R is. By Theorem 
2.8, we need only an ascending chMn condition on ideals generated by monomiMs to get 
an algorithm for standard bases. Hence, we give the following technical definition, which 
is used only to prove Theorem 3.12. 
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Def in i t lon  3.9. Le~ t~ be a noetherian (M-L) ring. A f.g. ideal I = (rl Xk ' ,  . . . , rnX ~ ) 
in R[X] generated by monomials is m-blocked in/~[X] if for every monomial rX  k (r, rl E 
R) i ,  R[X] 
rX  k ¢ I ==~ I + (rX ~) is m-blocked in R[X] . 
Note that rX  ~ E I is decidable since I is generated by monomials and since/~ has 
a membership algorithm. Obviously, if an ideal generated by monomials is blocked in 
R[X] then it is also m-blocked. By the following lemma, the property m-blocked makes 
it possible to apply Theorem 2.8. 
Lemma 3.10. Let 1~ be a noetherian (M-L) ring. If (0) is m-blocked in R[X] ~hen any 
infinite increasing chain of f..g. ideals in R[X] generated by monomiMs "takes a pause" 
at some point. 
PRoof :  Since (0) is m-blocked, we may use induction over f.g. ideals generated by 
monomials. Since R has a membership algorithm, we can decide whether a monomial in 
/~[X] belongs to a f.g. ideal generated by monomials. Now, we can follow the proof of 
Proposition 3.3 to see that every chain takes a pause. The proof is complete. 
The following lemma tells us the term m-blocked is indeed only technical. 
Lemma 3.11. Let R be a noetherian (M-L) ring. If(O) is m-blocked in R[X] then (0) 
is also blocked in R[X] . 
PP.ooF: Assume (0) is m-blocked. We want to show (0) is blocked. By Lemma 3.10 and 
Theorem 2.8, every f.g. ideal I ha~ a standard basis {gl,g2, . . . ,  gn) , and by Proposition 
1.8 we have in I = (in gl, in g2, . . . ,  in gn) ; the ideal generated by the leading monomials 
of the elements of I .  
Since (0) is m-blocked we may use induction over f.g. ideals in/~[X] generated by 
monomials. Assume thus that every f.g. ideal J in R[X] with in I C in J is blocked. 
We will show I is also blocked. 
Let ] ~ I and let {gl,g2 . . . . .  gn} be a standard basis for I . If we compute f l  = 
REM( f ;  gl, g~,. . . ,  gn) , then we have in f l  ~ in I .  Hence 
z c in1 + (in ___ in(Z+ ( f ) ) .  
By assumption, I + (f)  is then blocked, and hence I is blocked, too. 
Thus every f.g. ideal in R[X] is blocked, which completes the proof. 
We axe now prepared to prove a constructive version of Hilbert's basis theorem. 
Theorem 3.12. I f  R is a noetherian (M-L) ring, then so is R[X] . 
PROOF: By Lemma 3.10, Lemma 3.11 and Theorem 2.8 it suffices to show every f.g. 
ideal generated by monomials is m-blocked in R[X].  
Consider a fig. ideal I = ( r lX~I , r2X~, . . . ,  v, Xk") ,  ri 6 R ,  in R[X] generated 
by monomials. We must show I is m-blocked in R[X] . Let N be the maximal degree of 
the generators of I ; i.e., N = maxi k~ . Let Ij denote the ideal in R generated by the 
coefficients v~ of the generators of I with ki < j • Then we have I = (~j>_o IJ X~ (as an 
R-module) and 
Io C_ I1C_ .. .  C IN = I2v+I = ... 
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We let the ideal in R generated by the coefficients of the generators of I be denoted by 
L(I)  ; i.e., L(I)  = In  (where N - max/ki). Since R is noetherian (M-L) we may use 
induction over the fig. ideals L(I)  in R .  
Assume thus every fig. ideal J '  in R[X] generated by monomials and with 
L(I)  C L( J ' )  is m-blocked. We must show I is then m-blocked. 
In fact, we will show that every f.g. ideal J in R[X] generated by monomials with 
IN C J~v is then m-blocked. 
We show this statement by "internal" induction. Since R is noetherian (M-L), the 
fig. free R-module R[X]<N = R ~ RX @ .. .  @ RX g-1 is also noetherian (M-L) by 
Corollary 3.8. Thus, we may use induction over f.g. submodules of R[X]<~r. 
We consider a f.g. ideal J in R[X] generated by monomials with IN C_ JN , and 
we assume every fig. ideal J '  generated by monomials in R[X] with Ilv C J~v and 
(J N R[X]<~v) C ( j ,  ~ R[X]<~r) is m-blocked. We must prove J is then m-blocked. 
Consider a monomial rX  ~ ~ J ,  r 6 R .  We want to show J + (rX ~) is m-blocked. 
I f k_>Nthenr~J~v and 
L(0  = IN C C JN + C L(J) + = L( J  + 
and so Y + (rX k) is m-blocked in this case by the "external" induction hypothesis, 
Assume k < N . But then, since rX  k ~ J we have 
J n R[X]<N (S + n 
and so J q- (rX k) is m-blocked in this case by the "internal" induction hypothesis. 
Hence J is m-blocked, and the "internal" induction is complete. 
But then, I is also m-blocked and the "external" induction is complete. This finishes 
the proof. 
An ordering of the set of monic monomials in S is total if for every pair of indices 
ot ~ fl we have X a > X p or X a < X ~. The ordering is compatible if, for each oc, ~ and 
7 , Xa < X~ implies X~X a < X~XP.  One consequence of Theorem 3.12 is that any 
ordering of the monic monomials which is total and compatible and has 1 < X ~ allows us 
to use induction, and hence that the results of Section 1 and 2 hold for such an ordering. 
The corresponding result in classical mathematics is well known. 
Propos i t ion  3.13, Let R be a ring. An ordering of the monic monomials in S = 
R[X1,X~,.  .. ,Xm] which is to~al, compatible and has 1 <_ X ~ for all a is a constructive 
well-ordering and allows us ~o use induction over the set of monic monomials. 
PROOF: Let Q be the field of rational numbers and let S' = Q[X1,X2 , . . , ,Xm]  • To 
each monic monomial X = we associate the ideal I,~ in S' generated by {X "r ; X ~ _< X "r }. 
I fX  ~ <X a then of course I= C Ip . Moreover, we have X ~ ~Ia  since i fX  ~ = 
XvX 6 for some X "t with X ~ <: X "r , then 1 < X ~ gives X "r = 1 .X~ <: X ~ . X'~ = X p 
which is a contradiction. Hence I,~ C Iz if X ~ < X = . 
On the other hand, if I= C I~ then it is not true that X ~ _< X ~ , and since the 
ordering is total we have X ~ < X = . Hence I= C I~ if an only if X ~ < X ~ . 
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Since S' is noetherian (M-L) by Theorem 3.12, we may use induction over the ideals 
I~ in S' ; i.e., we prove that a theorem is true for I~ if it is true for every I# with 
Ia ~ Ip . But then we may also prove a result is true for X a if it is true for every X~ 
with X ~ <'X  a . 
This proves the proposition, 
We summarize the results of Sections 1, 2 and 3. 
Theorem 3.14. Let R be noetherlan (M-L), and let S = I~[XI,X2,.,.,Xm] . Then 
there are algorithms to compute standard bases for f,g, submodules of f.g. free S- 
modules, and to compute solutions to systems of linear equations over S .  
PROOF: By induction and by Theorem 3.12, S is noetherian (M-L). Moreover, by Corol- 
lary 3.8, f.g, free S-modules are noetherian (M-L). But then we may apply the ~gument 
in the proof of Proposition 3.3 to see that the chain of submodules in Theorem 2.9 '%akes 
a pause" at some point. 
Hence by Theorem 2.9 there is an algorithm to compute standard bases. Moreover, 
Theorem 2.6 gives us an algorithm for computing solutions to homogenous systems, 
Finally, Proposition 1.8 yields a remainder algorithm, which gives a solution to an inho- 
mogenous ystem, or tells us there are no solution. The theorem is proved. 
Theorem 3.14 gives us the existence of an algorithm to compute standard bases. 
Hence, instead of computing REM'(f;gl ,g2,. . .  ,g,) , we may compute first a standard 
basis for (gl, g2, . . . ,  g , ) ,  and then apply the weak remainder algorithm with the standard 
basis substituted for (gl,g2,... ,g,) . Let us denote this algorithm by t~EMsB . 
Corollary 1.9, Proposition 1.10 and 1.11 give us the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.15. Let R be a noetherian (M-L) rink with s remainder algorithm, tern . 
Then there is a reminder algorithm REMs~ for the polynomial ring S = 
R[X I ,X2 , . . .  ,Xm] , and if ram is strong then so is REMsB , Moreover, if ram is 
strong and basis-independent, then so is REMsB . 
We have seen that the noetherian (M-L) property carries over to the polynomial 
ring and to the quotient ring (by a f.g. ideal). But the noetherian (M-L) property does 
not carry over to an arbitrary localization, since the localized ring does not always have 
a membership algorithm (of. Example 6.3). However, in the next section we show that 
e.g. the localization of a noetherian (M-L) ring to a f.g. prime ideal is also noetherian 
(M-L). 
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4. LocaHzations 
Let R be a noetherian (M-L) ring, and let T be a multiplicatively closed subset o f /~,  
In this section we study the localization T-I/~ of the ring R,  
Let ' I=  (al/s l ,a2/a2,. . . ,an/sn),  as E R ,  s~ E T ,  be a f.g. ideal in T-1R . 
Of course, we may multiply with the (invertible) product s of the st , and so we get 
- [=( r l /1 , r~/1 , . . . , rn /1 )=T-1 I  where I=( r l , r2 , . . . , rn )  and r~=a~(s /s , )E t~.  
Thus, we express every f.g. ideal :/in T-1R as T= T-1 I  for some f.g. ideal I in R. 
Since localization is an exact operation, it is clear that a coherence algorithm for R gives 
also a coherence algorithm for T-1R.  Furthermore, if (0) is blocked in R,  then we may 
use induction over f.g. ideals in / / to  show that (0) is blocked in T-1R.  We have shown 
the following proposition (cf. Mines, Richman & Kuitenburg (1988), exercise III.3.4 and 
Theorem VIII.6.6), 
Proposi t ion 4.1, Le~ T be a mul~iplica~ively closed subse~ of ~he ring R . It" R & 
coherent ~hen so is T -1R , and if (0) is blocked in R ,  then (0) is blocked in T -1R . 
Moreover, if R is noetherian (M-L) and T-1R has a membership algorithm, ~hen T-~ R 
is a/so noetherian (M-L). 
The problem is thus to get a membership algorithm for T-1/~ . The statement 
"r/1 e (r~/1, r~/1,...,rn/1)" is equivalent to "st e (rl,r~,...,rn) for some s e T". 
Example 6.3 below, which is taken from Mines, Richman & Ruitenburg (1988), shows 
that this is not always possible to decide. 
We have the following criterion for T-1R to have a membership algorithm. 
Proposit ion 4.2. Let R be a coherent ring and let T be a multiplicatively closed subset 
of R .  Then the following ~wo statements are equivalen~ (as, y~ E R), 
(1) T ' I  R has a membership algorithm, 
(ii) There is an algorithm which for any £g. ideal I = (Yt,Y2,...,Y~) in R decides 
whether 
I AT ~ 0 , and which answers either "Yes, alyl + a~y2 +...+a~y~ E I AT" or "No". 
PttOOF: (i) =~ (ii) '. Let T-1R have a membership algorithm, and let I = (yl, Y2,...,Y~) 
be the given ideal. The statement "1/I E (yl/1, y2/1,..., y~/1)", which we can decide, is 
equivalent to "s E (yl, y~,..., y~) for some s E T". This gives us the desired algorithm. 
(ii) =~ (i): We want to decide whether r/1 E (rl/1, r~/1,..., r,/1) , or, equivalently, 
whether sr E (r l ,r2,. . .  ,r ,)  for some s E T .  Since R is coherent, we may compute a
finite set of generators for the ideal ( ( r l , r2, . . . , r , )  '. r) . But then, by assumption, we 
can decide whether ((rl, r2,. . . ,  r,) : r) A T = 0. 
Hence T-1R has a membership algorithm, which was to be proved. 
We apply this criterion to the localization R~ of R to a f.g. prime ideal p (where 
Rp = T-1R with T = R-p) .  The special case where p~ = 0 is proved in Mines, Richmaa 
& Ruitenburg (1988), Corollary VIII.6.7. 
We assume R has a membership algorithm, and so we may define f.g. prime ideals 
in the usual way. 
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Theorem 4.3, Let R be a coherent ring with a membership algorithm, and let p be a 
f.g. prime ideal in JR . Then the localization l~p is also coherent and has a membership 
algorithm. Moreover, if R is noetherian (M-L) then so is Rp . 
PRoof". Let (Yl, Y2,.. .  ,Yt) be an arbitrary fig. ideal in R .  By Proposition 4.1 and 4.2 
it suffices to show that we can decide whether (Yl, y2,.. . ,  yt)M (R -  p) = 0 . But this is 
equivalent to (Yl ,Y~,. . .  ,yt) C_ p , or in other words Yi E p for all i = 1 ,2 , . . . , t .  This we 
can decide since R has a membership algorithm. 
The proof is complete. 
Another example is the localization R! for a non-zero element f E R.  We have//! = 
T-1R,  where T = {fo (= 1), f l  f2 . . .}  . With a different definition of constructively 
noetherian, the following result is found also in Mines, Richman & Ruitenburg (1988), 
exercise VIII.&3. 
P ropos i t ion  4.4. / fR  is a noetherian (M-L) ring and if  0 ~ f E R,  then the localiza- 
tion R!  is also noetherian (M-L). 
PROOF: It is not hard to see that the localization R] is isomorphic to the ring 
R[X] / ( fX -  1) . But this ring is noetherian (M-L) by Theorem 3.12 and Corollary 
3.7. 
We have the following corollary. 
Corol lary 4.5. Let R be a noetherian (M-L) ring. I f  I is a £g. ideal with radical r( I) ,  
then for every ] E R we can decide whether f E r( I) . 
PROOF: By Proposition 4.4 the localization R! is noetherian (M-L) since R is. Let 7 be 
the image of I in R! . Then f E r(I) is equivalent to 1 E 7 ,  which we can decide. This 
proves the corollary. 
However, in Example 6.5 below we give a fig. ideal I in a noetherian (M-L) ring R 
such that r( I)  cannot be proved f.g.. 
Note that R --* T -1R  is a flat homomorphism; i.e., T-1R is a flat R-module. 
We show that if R ~ R 1 is a flat homomorphism then standard bases are mapped to 
standard bases. 
Theorem 4.6. Let tg --+ ~l be a fiat homomorphism ofrings, let S = R[X1, . . .  ,Xm], 
let M = Se~ ~Se~@.. .~Se~n,  , and let N be af.g. submodule of M . I f  {gl ,g2, . . . ,gn} 
is a standard basis for N ,  then {gl ® 1, g2® 1,.. . ,  g, ® 1} is a s~andard basis for N ® R R' . 
PgOOF: Let {gl,g2,... ,gn} be a standard basis for N and let f 6 N ®R/~ . 
The element f may be written as a finite sum 
k 
' hi E N ' R I f = hi @ a i , , al E , 
i=1 
where, for some monic monomial ~ X eq , inh i -  rsX. aeqr for i=  1,2, . . . , t  and inhl < 
¢t ! X %for t< i<k .  
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We must show in f E ( in(gl ® 1), in(g2 ® 1), . . . ,  in(gn ® 1)). By induction, we may 
assume the statement is true for finite sums with leading terms of the components in N 
less than X a eq.I 
Consider the coefficient, a,  for X~'e'g in f ; a = E~=l ri ® a~ . 
If a ¢ 0 then in f = aXae~ , and we have 
i . ;  = .x~ = ~(~, ® ~)x°e; = ~ ~(~,xo~ ', ® ~)= ~ oi((i, h,)® ~). 
i=1 i=1 i=1 
But {gl ,g2, . . .  ,gn} is a standard basis for N , and so in hi "" ~ jn  1 mi,j ingj  for some 
rnonomials mi j  in S .  We may assume that ( ing j )®l  ~ 0for  1 < j < s and that 
( ing j )  ® 1= 0 for s < j < n .  Hence ( ingj)  ® 1= in(gl ® 1) for 1< j < s,  and so 
( inh i )®l=(Emi , j ing j )®l= m, , . i ( ing . i )®l=Emi , j in (g j®l ) .  
j=l j=l j----I 
Thus we may conclude in f e (in(gi ® i), in(g~ ® i), ..., in(gn ® i)) if a # O. 
I fa=0, then~=lr ia~=0inR ' ,where  r~ qRanda~ ~R' .  But R ' i sa f la t  
t 12-module, and so the solutions to ~ i= l  rlzi = 0 , zi E R ~ , are generated over 12' by 
solutions with zi E -~ • Hence there are si j  ~ 1t and b} ~/~ such that 
t 
:)"~ risi,j =0  for j = 1 ,2 , . . ,1  , 
i=l 
and 
1 
' E ai = sl,jb~ for i = l, 2, . , t . 
j= l  
We put hj t = )-~i=I hisi,j for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  1. Then we have 
k t 1 k 
i=l  i=1 j= l  i=t+l  
I t k 1 k 
j=l i=i i--t+l j=l imt+l 
But the coefficient for X~e~ in hj " t is ~ i= l  risi,j = 0 , and hence in hj < Xae~ . Moreover, 
in hi < X"e~ for t < i < k , and so by the induction hypothesis we have i n f  E 
( in(gl ® 1), in(g2 ® 1), . . . ,  in(gn ® 1)) in this case also. 
This proves the theorem. 
Since the mapping/~ -+ T - IR  given by r ~ r/1 is a flat homomorphism, we have 
the following corollary. 
Coro l la ry  4.7. Let / /be  a ring, le~ T be a multiplicatively closed se~ in 12, let S = 
R[X1 ,X2 , . .  . ,Xm] , let M = Se~ $ Se' 2 @. . .  ~ Se ' ,  , and let g be a submodule o f  M . 
I f  {gl,g2, .. ,  ,g,} is a standard basis for N , then {g l /1 ,g2 /1 , . . . ,gn /1)  is a standard 
basis for T-1N . 
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5. Reduced standard bases 
In this section we let R be a ring with a remainder algorithm~ tern , we let S - 
R[X1, X2, .  . ., Xm] , we let M = Se' 1 @ Se' 2 $ . . ,  $ Se' ,  be a f.g. free S-module, and we 
let the remainder REM be defined as in Definition 1.6. 
When/~ is a discrete field we may demand from a standard basis {gl, g2, . , . ,  g,,} for 
a submodule N of M that it is reduced; i .e, that in g~ is a monic monomial X~e ' and 
3, 
REM(g~;g l , , . . ,g i _ l ,g~+l , . . . ,g , )  - gt fo r i= l ,2 , . . . ,n .  
In this section we generalize the concept "reduced standard basis" to the case where 
/~ is not a field. 
When R is a discrete field, we can reduce a standard basis for a f.g. submodule N of 
M by using the remainder algorithm l gEM,  and by multiplying each gl with the inverse 
of the leading coefficient. The latter is of course only possible when R is a field. It can 
be shown by induction that, when R is a discrete field, each fig. submodule N of M has 
a unique reduced standard basis (cf. Corollary 5.5 below). 
Recall that if N is a submodule of M,  then i ,  N is the submodule of M generated by 
the leading monomials of the elements in N .  By Proposition 1.8, a set {gl, g2, . . . ,  gn} 
of elements in N is a standard basis for N if and only if in N - (in gl, ing2, . . . ,  in gn) . 
The leading monomials of the elements in a "reduced standard basis" for N should 
preferably be a minimal generator system for in N . It is not always clear how to find a 
minimal set of monomial generators for in N ,  but we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.1. Le~ R be a ring with a remainder algorithm, let S = 
R[X1 ,X2 , . . . ,Xm]  , and let M = Se~ ~ Se' 2 ~9 . . .  @ Se' ,  be a f.g. free S-module. 
I f  N is generated by a finite set of monomials in M , then there are uniquely de~ermined 
monic monomials 
rnt <: m2 <: .,, < rnt , 
such that N is generated by a finite set o£monomials {ri,j ml ; 1 < i < t} with rl,j 6 R ,  
and such tha~ ~ is minimal with this proper~y. 
PROOF: We may assume N ~ (0) . Let N be generated by a finite list of non-zero 
monomials in M . 
Let ml  < m~ < ms < . . .  < m h be the monic monomials which occur in the list of 
generators. Let I~ be defined by NnRrn l  - Itrnl for each i .  Moreover, let [i be the sum 
of the I/ , j < i ,  such that rn/ divides mi • Each I[ and l[ is a f.g. ideal of /~,  since N is 
f:g.. Of course I[ C_ Ii , and since we have a remainder algorithm we can decide whether 
h=l+.  
For each i with /~i = I~ , we remove the generators rml ,  r E R , from the list of 
generators and we renumber the monic monomials accordingly. The remaining list is still 
a set of generators for N ,  and the remaining monic monomials ml < rn2 < ms < .. • <: 
mt are the monic monomials we wast. 
We must show these monomials are uniquely determined by N . Clearly, ml is the 
least monic monomial b such that N A Rb ¢ 0,  and hence ml is uniquely determined by 
N .  Also, ml must occur in any set of generators for N .  Assume by induction that the 
monie monomials mz < m2 < ma <: .. .  < m~ are uniquely determined by N ,  and thus 
also the ideals I1, I2, . . . ,  I a  , 
I f  s -- t we are finished, and so we assume s < t . But then m~+l is the least monic 
monomial b with ms < b < m~ such that N F1 Rb ¢ Ibb , where Ib is the sum of the 
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I j ,  j _< s,  such that mj divides b. Hence m,+l is also uniquely determined by N ,  and 
must occur in any set of generators for N .  
This finishes the proof. 
Hence, we may choose the leading monic monomials in a "reduced standard basis" 
in a minimal way. However~ in general we cannot choose the coefficients minimally. 
In order to define the concept "reduced standard basis" for a coefficient ring/~ , 
we need art algorithm which for any pair of fig. ideal J ~ I in/~ chooses "canonical" 
generators for 7 in the quotient ring R/ J .  
Definition 5.2. A ring I~ is said to have a generator algorithm /f t'or every pair o f  
f.g. ideals J ~ I in R there is, independ..,utly of the given generators for I and J , a 
canonical sequence, rl, r2, . . . , rn , o f  elements in I such that J + (rl, r2, . . . , r,,) = I and 
J + ( r i , . . . , r l - i , r i+ l , . . . , rn )  # I for i = 1,2, . . . ,n . 
Obviously, if R has a generator algorithm and I is a f.g. ideal then R/ I  has also a 
generator algorithm. 
We may now state the following definition. 
Definition 5.3. Suppose R is a ring with a generator Mgorithm and a remainder algo- 
rithm, re in .  Let S = R[X1 ,X2 , . . .  ,Xm] , let M = Se'~ $Se~. . .$Se~,  , and let N be 
a submodule such that in N is f.g.. Let rnl < ms < . . .  <mt  be the monic monozrffals 
associated to in N as in Proposition 5.1, let h be given by hmi  = in N f3 l~mi , and let 
Ii be the sum of  the I i , j < i ,  such that mj  divides mi . Finally, le~ ri,l,rt,2,... ,ri,k~ 
be the canonical sequence t'or it C h . The set {g l ,g~, . . .  ,g ,}  , gl E N ,  is a reduced 
standard basis for N i f  the following two conditions hold. 
(i) {in g l , ing2 , . . . , ingn}  = {rt, jmi ; 1 < i< t, j = 1,2,...,ki} • 
(ii) REM(h j ;g l ,g2 , . . . ,gn)  = hj , j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  , 
where hj is given by gj = in gj + hj . 
Clearly, if the generator algorithm produces minimal canonical sequences (i.e., n 
is minimal in Definition 5.2), then the reduced standard basis has the least number of 
elements among the standard bases for a module N .  
If we have a generator algorithm and a remainder algorithm, vemo , then we may 
modify the remainder algorithm to a basis-independent remainder algorithm, rem,  by: 
rem( - ;a l ,a2 , . . . ,a~)  = remo( - - ; r l , r~ , . . . , rn )  ,
where rl, r~,.. . ,  r ,  is the canonical sequence for (0) C (al, a2,.., ak) or the empty se- 
quence if (a l ,az , . . . ,a~)  = (0) . Hence, we may assume the remainder algorithm is 
basis-independent. 
We have the following result for rings with strong and basis-independent remainder 
algorithms. 
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Theorem 5.4. Let R be a ring with a generator algorithm and a strong and basis- 
independent  remainder algorithm, let S = R[X1, X2 , . . . ,  Xra] , and let M = Se~ ~ Se~ (B 
... ~ Sd n, be a £g. free S-module.  Then every £g. submodule of  M with a standard 
basis has a unique reduced standard basis. If R is a/so noetherian (M-L) then every f.g. 
submodule  o f  M has a unique reduced standard basis. 
PROOF: Let N be a f.g. submodule of M with a standard basis. 
Then in N is f.g., and by Proposition 5.1 there are unique monic monomials, ml < 
m2 < . . .  < mr , associated to in N . Let Ii and Ii be defined as in Definition 5.3 and let 
ri,1, rs',2,..., rl,k, be canonical for ~ C Ii • 
For i = 1,2, . . .  ,t we choose elements g~,l,g~,2,"',g~,~, in N such that ing~,j = 
rl,j rnl . Let g~d = r i j  ms + h~,j . Define recursively 
hi,j = 1:dEM(h~,j ; g1,1, gl,2, . . . , gt- 1,~_ 1 ) 
and gi,j = ri,~mi +hi , j  for i = 1 ,2 , . . . , t  and j = 1 ,2 , . . . , k i .  
We claim that {gid } is the unique reduced standard basis for N .  
Indeed, the set {g~,j} fulfills Definition 5.3 (i) by construction, and so ({in g~,j}) = 
inN . Hence {gij} is a standard basis for N by Proposition 1.8. Moreover, since 
h~,j. - h~,j = gid - g~,j E N we may apply Proposition 1.10 and we get 
REM(h l , j ;g l ,1 ,  g l ,2 , . . . ,  g~,k,) = REM(h~, j ;  g1,1, g l ,2 , . . . ,  gt,~,) = 
l:tEM(h~,j; g~,l ~ gx,2, . . . , gi-l,~,_~) = h~,j . 
Hence {gl,j} is a reduced standard basis for N .  
Suppose we have another educed standard basis {fl, f2 , . . . ,  f~} . By Definition 5.3 
(i) the set of leading monomials is exactly {ri,jmi} , and we may renumber the f( in 
such a way that in f i  < in f) if i < j . Note that by Proposition 1.11 the remainder is 
not changed when we reorder the fl . We will prove that fn = gl,j if in .f,~ = rl, jml by 
induction on i .  
Suppose the statement is true for the/~ with in fq < m, ; i.e., the statement is true 
for f1, f2 , . . . , f t  , where l < s . Let i n fn  = ri , lmi and hence n > I . We will show 
fn = gl,2 • 
We have fn = r i ,~mi+h and as before gi~ : ri,~rni+hi,~ • But h-h i , j  : f , -g i ,~ E N 
and {g~,~} is a standard basis for N .  Hence by Definition 5.3 (ii), by Proposition 1.10 
and 1.11 and by the induction hypothesis we have 
h = FtEM(h;  f l ,  f~ , . . . ,  f~) = REM(h;  f l ,  f~ , . . . ,  ft) = 
REM(h;  gl ~1, g l ,2 , . . . ,  gi-- l~ki-~ ) "-" REM(h;  gt,z, gz,2, . . . , gt,~,) = 
REM(h i , j  ; gz,1, gz,~, . . . ,  gt,~, ) = hi,~ • 
Thus h -" h i j  and f~ = gl,j • By induction { f l , f ; , . . . , f~}  = {gij} , which 
completes the proof. 
By Lemma 1.13 a discrete field, k, and the ring of integers, Z, have strong and basis- 
independent remainder algorithms. But a discrete field has also a generator Mgorithm 
given simply by letting 1 be the canonical sequence for (0) C (1). The ring of integers, 
Z, has a generator algorithm given by letting n be the canonical sequence for (m) ~ (n),  
where n > 0.  The proof of the following corollary is left to the reader. 
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Coro l la ry  5.5. Let I:g be a discrete field or the ring of integers, with the above generator 
algorithm and the remainder aigorithm given by Lemma 1.13. Let S = R[XI , . . . ,  Xm] , 
let M = Sd  1 (9 Se~ ~ . . .  ~ Se'n, , and let N be a £g. submodule of M . Then N has a 
unique standard basis, {gl , g2, . . . , gn } , which satisfies the following two conditions for 
i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,n  . 
(i) REM(gi ;  g t , . . . ,  gi-1, g i+l , . . . ,  gn) = gt 
and 
( ii) in gl is rni , respectively nlrn~ , nl > 0, 
i f  ~ is a field, respectively the ring of integers, where rni is a monic monomial. This 
standard basis is the reduced standard basis. Moreover, we have the following reduction 
procedure. I f  {gl , g2, . . . , gn } is a standard basis for N , and we repeagedly substitute 
REM(g i ;  g l , . . . ,  gi- l, gi+l , . . . ,  gn) for gl , discarding zero remainders, until 
l~EM(g i ;g l , . . . ,g i - l ,g i+ l , . . . ,gn)  = gi ~ i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  , 
then the result is the reduced standard basis. 
The following theorem gives us many more examples of rings fulfilling the conditions 
of Theorem 5.4. 
Theorem 5.6. I f  R is a noetherian (M-L) ring with a generator algorithm and a strong 
and basis-independent remainder algorithm, then so are R[X1, X2, . . . ,  Xm] and R / I  , 
where I is any fig. ideal in t~ . 
PRooF: Let R be a noetherian (M-L) ring with a generator algorithm and a strong and 
basis-independent remainder algorithm. 
By Theorem 3.15, Corollary 3.7 and Lemma 1.4, R[X1,X2, . . .  ,Xm] and R/ I  are 
noetherian (M-L) with strong and basis-independent remainder algorithms. Clearly, 
R/ I  has a generator algorithm. Thus it remains to prove that R[X1, X2,. . .  ,Xm] has a 
generator algorithm. 
Let J ~ I be f.g. ideals in/~[X1,X2,...  ,Xm].  If we compute the reduced standard 
basis for I and then use the membership algorithm to discard redundant generators, 
we get both properties in Definition 5.2. However, this method uses repeatedly the 
computation of standard bases in T~[X1, X~, . . . ,  Xrn] , and so is very cumbersome. 
We will give a more direct algorithm to compute a canonical sequence of elements 
gld in I such that a standard basis for J together with {gl,j} is a standard basis for I .  
By Theorem 3.15 we may compute standard bases for J and I , and so in J and 
in I are f.g.. By Proposition 5.1 there are monomials rnl < m~ < ... < rn~ associated to 
in I . 
Let ]/ be given by J~mi = in J ¢q Tdmi , and let Ii be given by I~rn i --" in I f-) Rrn~ . 
Finally, let -Ti be the sum of Ji and the I i , j < i, such that rn i divides rni . Clearly, 
z, cz ,  
For i = 1, 2, . . . ,~ , if 7~ C Ii then we use the generator algorithm in R to get the 
canonical sequence ri,1, ri ,2,... ,  ri,k, • By construction, we have rid rni E in I ,  
in J + ({rlzmi}) = in I ,  (14) 
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and no rt,jrnt can be deleted. 
By the definition of in I  we may choose, for each i and j , g~,j E I such that 
ing~,j = r¢, imi . Let g~,j = r i , jmi  ÷ h~,j and let ~Pl ,P2 , . . .  ,Pt} be a standard basis for 
J . Define recursively 
hl,j = REM(h~, j ;p l ,p2 , .  .. ,p t ,g l , l ,g l ,2 ,  . . .  ,g i - l , k i -1 )  
and gl,j = rl,j mi  q -h i j  . By Proposition 1.11, this definition is independent of the choice 
of standard basis for J .  We have { ing i , j}  = {ri,jmi}, and, as in the proof of Theorem 
5.4, we see that 
hiz  "- REM(h i , i ;p l ,p2 , . . .  , P t ,g l , l ,g l ,2 , . . . ,  gt,kt) • 
We may use also the inductive argument in the proof of Theorem 5.4 to see that these 
two properties together determine the set {g~,1} uniquely. 
By Proposition 1.8 and by (14), any standard basis for J together with the set 
{gi,j} is a standard basis for I .  Clearly, no {#i,j} can be deleted. Thus, we may use the 
ordering of the set {gl, i} induced from the generator algorithm in R to get the canonical 
sequence for J C I • The set {gi,j } and the induced ordering is hence independent of the 
given generators for I and J ,  and we have a generator algorithm for R[X I ,  X2 , . . . ,  Xm] . 
The theorem is proved. 
Of course, the canonical sequence for (0) C I given by this algorithm is the reduced 
standard basis for I .  
Observe that if we start with a basis-independent remainder algorithm, re in ~ then 
by Proposition 1.11 we could use "canonical sets" instead of canonical sequences. By 
Proposition 1.12, this holds also if re in  is "order-independent" (and we choose the reduced 
standard basis for J in the proof above), 
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6. Examples of r ings 
In this section we give some examples of rings with various properties. Throughout this 
section we let Z denote the ring of integers and Q the field of rational numbers. 
We have studied three properties of a ring R ; the property that R has a membership 
algorithm, that R is coherent, and that (0) is blocked in / / .  
We first give examples of rings with precisely two of the above conditions fulfilled. 
Our first example is very easily found. 
Example  6.1. The polynomial ring over Q with a countably infinite number of variables, 
Q[X1,X2,Xa,...] , is a coherent ring with a membership algorithm in which (0) is not 
blocked. 
Our second example is a ring where (0) is blocked, which has a membership algorithm 
but which is not coherent. Another ring with these properties i found in Mines, Richman 
& Ruitenburg (1988), exercise III.2.3. 
Example  6.2. Let {vti}i>o be a non-decreasing binary sequence such that we cannot 
decide if there exists an i with at = 1. Let a sequence of rings (R¢}i>o be given by 
Ri = [ Z, ifat =O , 
t z [x ] / (2x) ,  if = 1. 
Then R = Ui>oR/has a membership algorithm and (0) is blocked in R ,  but R cannot 
be proved to be coherent. 
PROOF OF CLAIM: First we show R has a membership algorithm. If a, al, . . .  ,an 6 R 
then either a, a l , . . . ,  an 6 Z or R = Z[X]/(2X). But Z[X]/(2X) is noetherian (M-L), 
and for a, ai 6 Z we have 
a E (al ,a2,. . . ,an)in Z ~ a E (al,a2,...,a~) in Z[X]/(2X). 
Hence/~ has a membership algorithm. 
Next, we show that (0) is blocked in / / .  Since Z is noetherian (M-L) we may use 
induction over f.g. ideals in Z . 
Let I be a fig. ideal in Z . We may assume very f.g. ideal J in Z with I C j is 
blocked in / / .  We will show I is also blocked in R.  
Let a ~ I .  I fa ~ Z then/g = ZfX]/(2X), and so I is blocked in R since Z[X]/(2X) 
is noetherian (M-L). If a E Z then I + (a) is blocked in R by the induction hypothesis. 
Hence, Every f.g. ideal I C_ Z is blocked in/~. In particular, (0) is blocked in R ,  and so 
/~ is noetherian (M-L). 
However, we cannot show R is coherent since we cannot find a finite set of generators 
for the solutions to the equation 2z = 0. 
The third example is taken from Mines, Richman & Ruitenburg (1988), exercise 
VIII.6.5. It is a coherent ring such that (0) is blocked, but which does not have a 
membership algorithm. 
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Example 6.3. Let {o~i}i>o be a binary sequence such that we cannot decide i f  there 
exists an i with otl "- 1 . Let the multiplicatively dosed subset S of Z be generated by 
{1 q- ai}i>0 . Then the locaIization Tl -- S -1Z  is coherent and (0) is blocked in R ,  but 
it is not possible Co find a membership algorithm for/~. 
PROOF OF CLhIM: By Proposition 4.1, R is coherent, and (0) is blocked in R .  However, 
1 E (2) is equivalent to 2 E S ,  which we cannot decide. 
What combinations of these three properties carry over from the ring R to the 
polynomial ring R[X] ? 
In this paper we have been interested primarily in membership and coherence. How- 
ever, we saw in the introduction that Soublin's example, Soublin (1970), leaves us no hope 
that membership and coherence alone carry over, and so we had to assume (0) is blocked 
in /~.  
Tennenbaum (1973) (cf. Richman (1974)), showed that a chain condition formulated 
by means of an operation carries over to R[X] , without coherence or membership. 
When R has a membership algorithm, the chain condition simplifies to the ascending 
chain condition in Proposition 3.3, which was studied by Richman (1974) and Seidenberg 
(1974): 
For every chain of fig. ideals I1 C 12 C fa C ... there is an n such that In = f,~+l • 
The case where R is coherent and satisfies the ascending chain condition was treated 
by Seidenberg (1974), who showed that these two properties together transfer to R[X] .  
Richman (1974) and Seidcnberg (1974) showed that membership, coherence and the as- 
cending chain condition together carry over to R[X] .  (By Proposition 3.3, the ascending 
chain condition is fulfilled if (0) is blocked in R and R has a membership algorithm.) 
If we assume (0) is blocked in R and/~ has a membership algorithm, we might ask 
whether the same is true for/~[X] , or: 
If (0) is blocked in R ,  what further properties of R are needed for (0) to be blocked 
in nix] 7 
Of course, Theorem 3.12 tells us ~hat coherence and membership together suffice. 
In the definition of noetherian (M-L) modules we have a fourth condition, namely 
that the module is fig.. The following is an example of a module which fulfills the first 
three conditions, but is not f.g.. 
Example  6.4. Let {ai}i> 0 be a binary sequence such that we cannot decide if there 
exists an i with o~i - 1 . Let M be the ideal in Zgenerated by the ai • Then M is 
coherent, has a membership algorithm and (0) is blocked in M , but M is not finitely 
generated. 
We close this section with a final example. 
By Corollary 4.5 we know that if R is noetherian (M-L) and I is a fig. ideal, then 
f E r( I)  is decidable for each f in /~ . However, the following example shows that the 
radical r(I) of a fig. ideal I is not always fig., although R is noetherian (M-L), and 
that it is not always possible to find a f.g. maximal ideal in a noetherian (M-L) ring. 
This example is essentially the same as the ring found in Mines, P~ichman & Ruitenburg 
(1988), exercise VIII.7.2. 
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Example 6.5. Let {Oti}i> 0 be a non-decreasing binary sequence such that we cannot 
decide if there exists an i with a~ = 1 . Let a sequence of rings {Ri}i>0 be given by 
Q, i fal  = o, 
R~= Q[X]/(X2), i f a l  = 1.  
Then R = UI>0R/ is noetherian (M-L), but the radical r(0) of the ideal (0) cannot be 
shown f.g., and we cannot find a f.g. maximal ideal in R .  
PROOF OF CLAIM: We see that R is noetherian (M-L) exactly as in Example 6.2. Clearly 
r(0) is the only maximal ideal in R .  If r(0) is fig., then we can decide whether r(0) = (0). 
But r(0) = (0) ff and only if c~i = 0 for every i .  Hence, r(0) cannot be shown f.g., and 
we cannot find a f.g. maximal ideal in R.  
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